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LOSSES
London, Dec. 31. There are increas- indications in tbe opinion of British observers of events on the contining:

'

ent, that serious allied movements
against the whole. German line in the
western zone must be postponed until such time as the larger contin
ent of Lord Kitchener's army can
take the field.
The losses of the allies, sustained
up to the present time in the tenta- live thrusts forward movement hav;s
been heavy in proportion to the gains
achieved, and it is onderstood the
various leaders unite in the opinion
that the sacrifices entailed by a gen
eral advance at this time, would be
loo great.
The town of La Bassee, still i
by the Germans, is proving to be one
of the hardest problems the alliec
forces have to, solve. The invaders
have thrown up Exceptionally stron
earthworks', around La Bassee and
have two army corps,, quartered in
the city. ,To take .thisWronghold b;
direct assault would mean k' terrible
loss of. life, but ItstaKtng y$ essential
to any concerted movement forward
in order to afford protection to the
communications of tbe allies.
All the news reaching London from
the eastern field leads to confirm the
rout of the forces of Austria which
now appear to be endeavoring to
make their way laboriously back over
the Carpathians. There are indications in London that the political situation which involves Greece, Italy,
Rumania and Portugal, is developing
(lay by day. Even the participation
in the war of at least some of these
states soon will become a reality according to the viey of certain British
commentators on the situation,
'

'

The French Statement
Paris, Dec. 31. The French official
announcement given out .in Paris this
afternoon relates a continuance of artillery exchanges witn the enemy and
of further advances measured by yesterday's announcement of French
points on the line of battle.
Counter-attackof the enemy were
driven back, and in Alsace a certain
village, is held half by German and
half by French troops. The fighting
here has been from house to house,
and it continued today.
The text of the communication fol.
lows:
"From the Eea as far as the Aisne
e
yesterday passed with relative
were artillery exchanges on
eome points of the front. In Champagne to the west of the Alger farm,
which is north of Sillery, in the sector of Rheima, the enemy during the
night blew up- two of our trenches and
then delivered against these positions
an attack which our men repulsed.
"To the north of
we occupied certain positions on the
enemy's second line of defense. In
this same region, at a point to the
north of the farm of Beausejour, we
The
also occupied! Bom trenches.
but
enemy delivered a counter-attache was driven back. We then resumed the offensive and we were successful in gaining some more ground.
"In this same zone and farther to
the east, certain German forces, which
were advancing to deliver a counterattack against us, were brought under
the Are of our artillery and dispersed.
"In the Argonne, in the vicinity of
we exploded a
Fontaine Madame,
mine and occupied the resultant excavation; this gives us a slight advance.
"Between the Meuse and the Mo- -
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The views of Great Britain concerning the detention of American
by British warships were made known today to Ambassador Page by
Foreign Secretary Grey in London. Although the formal reply to President Wilson's note has not been drafted, Earl Grey outlined the position
taken by himself and his colleagues.
The French army of invasion In Alsace has made a further advance,
and today's official report from Paris says that the town or Steinbach has
been entered and half of it captured. So far as the French statement shows
there have been no other changes of note in the west, although several
small advances are said to have been made.
A report from Russian sources indicates that the defenders of the
Galician fortress of Przemysl, which has been under siege by the Russians
for severaj weeks, have been reduced to desperate straits. It Is said that
an Austrian aeroplane brought down while attempting to enter Przemysl.
was found to be loaded with food. German reports some time ago, however, said that Przemysl was stocked with provisions sufficient for one
year.
.
From the fragmentary and conflicting official reports of the war toIn the west, along the entire
day, two main tendencies are observed.
front from Alsace to the North 6ea, the allies are exerting steady pressure
and, according to their claims, some of which have not been disputed by
Germany, they have made a slow progress almost everywhere. In the east
the defeat of the Austrians In Gallcla Is not denied, and the German
forces in Poland appear to have found it extremely difficult to continue
their advance toward Warsaw. Berlin states that further progress is being made, but Petrograd believes the German offensive has broken down.
An official communication from Petrograd Indicates that one of the
most sanguinary battles of the war, in proportion to the numbtrs involvThe Russians state that a
ed, has taken place in the.
Turkish column was "dispersed by artillery and that the Turks lost half of
their number.
The Japanese nation has requested that a Japanese amy be sent to
It is said In Tokio.that Russia and France favor, the project, bu
Europe.
that Great Britain hesitates on account of "economic end political difficult
-ties."
w
,.L..- The Servian minister to France Is quoted in Paris as saying that
Servia is planning an Invasion of Hungary.
Much Interest is manifested in the raid of seven German aeroplanes
upon Dunkirk yesterday In which 15 persons were killed and 32 wounded
by shrapnel bombs dropped from the sky.
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WEALTHY HAN ACCUSED TRANSLATED THE BIBLE

WHO MAKES CHARGE
INDICTED, ALSO, FOR ATTEMPTED BRIBERY

WOMANi

INTO NAVAJO TONGUE

PRIEST CELEBRATES
IS VETERAN
SILVER ANNIVERSARY OF
ORDINATION

Dec. 31. An
charging Colonel Charles

indictment
Alexander,
wealthy steel magnate of Providence,
R. I., with violation of the Mann white
slave act, was returned in the fed'ei"
court, today, together with an indictment charging, attempted
bribery
against Miss Jessie Elizabeth Cope of
Los Angeles, the woman he is alleged
to have transported.
Chicago,

delle, in the region of the forest of
Mortemart about 150 yards of German trenches fell into our hands.
"In upper Alsace French troops
have entered the village of Steinbach
and have occupied with house-to- "bouse fighting one-haof tha com- )
munUy.W
lf

The German Version
Berlin, Dec. 31 (Dy wireless to London). The German official statement
given out in Berlin this afternoon relates that in the village of Steinbachj
in Alsace, house after house was destroyed by the French artillery, but
that the community is still in possession of the Germany. An entire
French company was annihilated in
the northern end of the line; French
attacks south of Rhelms were repulsed; in the Argonne the Germans occupied several French trenches and
their artillery broke down French attacks in upper Alsace.
The situation In east Prussia, nortn
of the Vistula ajid on the Pilica river,
Is described and
unchanged, while
east of the Bziira river the figtrlnjr
continue. The text Qf the communication follows:
"In the western arena of .tha war
yesterday passed quietly on the coast.
The enemy directed hi3 fire on West-end- e
and destroye4 parts of certain
houses there, but without causing any
military damage.

Albuquerque, Dec. si. Father
Weber, who translated the bible
into the Navajo tongue and who has
been a prominent figure for years in
Indian missionary work, ce'.e'jrated
the silver anniversary of his ordination to the priesthood at Gallup, December 29. Church dignitaries from
three states were present. Father
Weber has been stationed among the
Navajos since 1898 and is the oldest
surviving member of the missionary
staff sent into the Navajo country at
that time.
At the celebration were representa
tives of all the principal parishes In
New Mexico and western Arizona and
several from the east. The principal
event of the celebration was mass of
jubilation in the Church of the Sacred
Heart, at which the Rev. Vincent
TrosV af friend of Father Weber's
younger days, delivered a eulogy
An-seli-

TOMORROW

WHO KEPT ORDER IN MEXCITY MAY BE PUT
TO DEATH

DECLARES

SO

ICO
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BEGINNING OF
JEW VCJIO

TROUBLE
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WORCESTER
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PHILIPPINES TO CONGRES-

LAS VEGAS WILL BEGIN TONIGHT;
A TWENTY-FOUHOUR

SIONAL COMMITTEE

CELEBRATION'
f

FRIENDLY

GUTIERREZ

SPIRIT

PROVISIONAL
PRESIDENT SAYS THIS WOULD BE FOLLOWED
RIGHT OF TRIAL IS DUE
SEIZURE OF THE ISLANDS
BY FOREIGN POWER
EVERYBODY

London,; Dec. 31 The official
Information bureau this after- noon gave, .out the following
statement;
"An answer to the American
note will be drawn up as soon as
possible. It will be In the same
friendly; spirit in which the
American note is written."
Speaking for the foreign office
the press bureau this evening
denied the suggestion published
in the London Times that Its pre- vious statement at the time the
American note was received by
the foreign office was issued
with the intention of charging
the American government with
discourtesy; in giving the con- tents of the note to the news- papers before it had been recelv- ed by the oreign office.
The foreign office says this
suggestion "is totally unfound- re,V Co! jmng the announce:
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REPORTS
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MANY
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SOCIETY
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CHIEF AMONG THESE ARE FIRE
MEN'S BALL AND CAS,
TANEDA PARTY
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IT BASKETBALL IN THE AiMOSY

THEY

DO NOT THINK FREEDOM
THE Y, M. C. A. WILL
JUST NOW IS FOR THEIK
AGAINST THE NEWTON
BEST INTERESTS
PRENTICE TEAM

PLAY
AP-

Washington, Dec. 31 General Lucio
Washington, Dec. 31. Private disTomorrow Is New Year's day and
Blanco, who remained in
military patches from Manila concerning the Las Vegas will celebrate the end 'oC
command of Mexico City for some recent uprisings in the Philippine It 1914
and the beginning of 3915" j j n
time after the withdrawal of the Car- - lands, which were unsuccessful
in day of carnival and
merriment
ranza forces and pending the arrival accomplishment, were laid today be
will take a day off In honor of
of the Villa and Zalpata forces, has fore the senate committee consider the
occasion, some of the churchrs
been imprisoned by Villa, according ing the Philippine independence bill will hold
religious services to comto a dispatch today to the Carranza by Dean C. Worcester, former secrememorate the day and several big sofrom Vera Cruz. The tary of the interior of the islands.
agency
cial and athletic events will lend a
The dispatches cm me yesterday real
message, dated yesterday, says:
holiday aspect to the occasion.
"Advices from Mexico City received from Mr. Worcester's friend, H. G.
Everybody in town will make plenty
by the war department from secret McDonnell, a Manila editor, and for of New Tear's
resolutions ami wiTf
service men say General Lucio Blanco their accuracy Mr. Worcester vouched have
aTjusy time throughout January
has been made prisoner by Villa and to the committee. The dispatches in
seeing how quickly he can break
read:'
that Blanco's staff officers haVe bt-etheim, The kids will be happy ifi
"'General (commanding
scattered "among Villa
regiments
Cvrregidor morning In anticipation of the bU
against their will. The state of Vera denying the rumor regarding diBarm feed that is
coming at noon. Every
Cruz today became denuded of rebel ing of scouts. Mob in botanical gar one
will be both glad and sorry
VillalBtas, and Zapatistas when Gen- - dens raftered- - by. the polio?., before! see the'e&d of
another yean' "
efal
Siuivirran, operating-- ' under com. the,ii.me ;.set . for, uprising... .. Arrestee
.. The
townsfolk
will bo idessej y
SISeowrt-no
beettThere,
'
mund orvnrailtn'liW-feoMierarBia- i''
2..J!onj.W!.JlQWracnta ,.w ide. Quite t'imlc.tftat the
that h
esy whatever on the part of tho
rendered his force and' himself to well org ,ized. , liioarte
7 "as vrcragqi naugnt out prosperu
state department a Washington
with
them.
I
in
General Obregon
Jultipan, and of
Las Vp.eaa an oil i,,in "i, i,w,
or the American embassy in Lon- ..Drastic measures required to pre La4 haTO . M0(J Hma ,nnj . t 0n . ,
fered his sword to the first chief.
don. On the other hand it must
vent it from spreading. It is generalmorroTv.
Monterey Evacuated
be clearly understood that when
believed the disturbance is being
ly
Carranza forces evacuated Monter
this note was sent to the foreign
Celebration Begins Tonight
ey on Tuesday, taking with them the influenced by widespread idea of govoffice there was no discourtesy
ernment
weakness.
Sedition
not sup .The celebration of the holiday wlU
archives, according to a dispatch to
or delay there, either on the part
to the state department sent late pressed because of a wrong interpre- commence in earjjest tonight, when
day
of the officials or of the secrelast night from Laredo. Villa forces tation of the promises of the adminis-tra- i the really big social affairs are schedtary of state."
Ion set in circulation by politi- uled to occur.
were reported advancing on Monterey
This, in fact, will be
ftom. the south, Trains arriving at cians among the iguoraut masses. For- the bigge3t part of the carnival.
One of the main events of the evenLaredo last night from Monterey were eigners apprehensive. Great many
Emperor Sends Encouragement
permits. ing will be the annual banquet an J
loaded with Mexican refugee. The have applied for firearms
Vienna, Dec. 31 (via Amsterdam
Impossible to do anything to learn dance at the Hotel Castaneda. This
and London.) Emperor Francis Jos- dispatch adds that tha railway be many facts. Witnesses are forbidden affair
tween Tampico ana Monterey has
always has made a great hit
to give information. Government will with local
eph has Issued a New Year's rescript been cut
society and no doubt Tvill
that
been
and
trains
have
n
addressed to the
not allow us to see documents issued sustain Its
good reputation this year.
fired upon.
army and navy which reads as follows:
Uprising in sight. Have About 140 persons have signified their .
A dispatch from Mexico City, dated by army.
"During five months of the departarrested men in Manila, Main lead intention of being present, giving:
the minister of pub
ing year the monarchy has faced num- yesterday, says
ers have not been apprehended.
promise that the event will be the
erous and powerful enemies In a war lic instruction has resigned and that
"Communications secured Indicating largest of any held by the local Ilar-vein
meet
the
national
convention
will
which has been forced upon us anj
Americans were to be attacked, prophouse. Fine music has been 'arMexico City tomorrow.
our faithful allies.
to be confiscated or destroyed. ranged for, an orchestra
having beea
General Gutierrez haS,issued a cir erly
"The proven steadfastness of the
There is no evidence that property- - engaged to come here from Albuquer"reto
cular
he
is
his
generals
saying
fighting qualities and the heroic
natives are involved.
Abso que. The banquet will be up to the
solved to afford guarantees to all in- owning
bravery of my army and navy gives
no
American
with high standard set rn former years.
connected
lutely
me confidence that in the new year habitants of the repuiblic without dis- Uprising.
The committee has worked hard to
of the war
forces tinction of classes, including enemies
"H. G. McDQN NELL." assure everyone jn attendance a good
(Signed)
of
who
revolution
the
al
shall
have
on land and sea will emerge with honor
Mr. Worcester gave it as his opintime.
from the trials which, for tlie welfare guaratees granted by law to culprits ion that the disturbances were what
The Other big event of the evening
and
delinquents, and with all energy
of the fatherland, the war may impose
be expected if independen ce wil.1 be the thirty-fourtannual ball
who continue perturbing might
those
against
i a irrn -.
r t aA
TIo A nnl o vrA TVi n yi i n
upon their military qualities.
JiD
6.t the Ea&t
f.re
Vegag
whatever
their
be
depart.
publio
tranquility,
"In sorrowful gratitude I remember
'who love to fi.sh in troii- - ment This
or social position, politicians,
affair, which always has
military,
pecuniary,
those who, on the
bat
or assas
proved a great drawing card for Las
tlefields, have sacrificed their lives for by seizing, killing, kidnaping
(Continued on page Four)
will be
as
defenseless
Vegas
Kor-chan-

ts

hi-r- e

h,

yir

pulsed.

"In the western Argonne region we
gained considerable ground, capturing several trenches situated behind
one another and taking 250 prisoners.
French attempts to attack in the region of Flirey, north of Toul, failed.
"In upper Alsace, in .the region to
the west of Senneheim, all the French
attacks broke down under the fire of
our artillery.
y's
"The-enemartillery systematically destroyed house after house In
the village of Steinbach (Alsace)
which is In our possession,' Our losses
are slight, .
"It is reported from the eastern

-

Austro-Hungaria-

Austro-Hungaria-

h

1

J

blood-drenche-

persons."
our justice. Wih the sincerest prayer slnating
that with God's help the new year The text of the circular was received
at the state departmet.
may see them led to victory, I salute today
If there la no form of trial, how
all my brave men."
ever summary,' declared General Gu- tlerress. "If persons are despoiled or
. ;
Grey Hears Page
r London,' Dec. 3l.- - AValter Hines slain without any procedure, when we
rage, the American ambassador, had are reproached with being brigands,
ah ' extended conversation this after kidnapers and assassins, we shajl b
noon with Sir Edward Grey, the Brit unable to repel the charge by pointing
ish secretary for foreign affairs, on to written processes in each case. Or
the subject of President Wilson's note our administrative conduct depends
of protest against the detention
of the recognition of our government by
American shipping by British war- foreign powers. The most elementary
principle of morality and Justice deships.
As the note had been discussed by mands that the right to punish belongs
the members of the British cabinet only to authority through tribunals
yesterday, the foreign secretary was subject strictly to public procedure
able to present to the ambassador the marked by law, but never to private
combined views of himself and bis col parties nor to chiefs of armed groups."
,

entire French company was.
annihilated when we blew up their
line near the Alger farm.- - South of
Rhelms strong French attacks north
of Camp Chalens were everywhere re"An

(Continued on Page Five)
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city edit: :

BY VILLA'S

IM 'HAND VWm

today's developments

1914.

31,

BLANCO JAILED INDEPENDENCE

IN FCLAND

MAN

s

calm-Ther-

DECEMBER

leagues.

';;

Monterey is Starving
No Bad Feelings

Washington, Dec. 31. Thirty-onships bearing 19,350 Ions or American
copper worth $500,000 destined to neutral nations, have been detained an-their cargoes seized as contraband
e

(Continued

on

Page Four)

Laredo, Texas, Dec. SI. Food for
less than ten days remains at Monler
ey, Mexico, and adjacent
territory,
where the situation in some respects
is as bad as In Europe, according to
unofficial reports toeray from American Consul Gencrnl Phillip C. P.anna
of Monterey.

society folk,
held,
usual, at the Duncan opera house. The
hall has been beautifully decorated
by the fire fighters. The floor 1 as
THE COMING WEE'
been put In excellent shapi, an t n- goera and the dancersi of the 'cd f 1
waltz and two-stewill b 1
in
"Washington, Dec. 31. Senate; Met Good music will be furn; !i J 1y k.
"
i. ;v
at 11 a. m.
orchestra.' The programs l, e
.The long delayed seaman's Wll was arranged so as to givo satisfaction to
ordered to conference to compose dif all A
large number f peojila mill
ferences with the house.
attend en niasqmj and several will go
The immigration bill was taken up solely to watch the carnival. For
for amendment and with prospect of
masqueradcra there will be m
final vote.
"icauliful prizes which h;re U- ,
Dean C. Worcester, former Philip
played for the past row d.c-- i ' i
pine commissioner, opposed the bill window of the Palace clo'hli f
for independence before the Philip- The merchants have contr" u '
j.
pine commission,
erally, giving assurance) tnat
The lands committee continued awards
granted will be t!e b ct t
work on the water power site leasing The fire
company has dotm f
bill.
IT
ly efficient work during the
House: Met at 11 a. m.
t J
flames, and it if
fighting
After an hour's filibuster to get a
IlV
a l
keep up its good rr- :i
quorum the postal appropriation bill providing the best bait inaj t'
was taken up,
of the department.
Forel.oi affairs committee continued
A Watch Meeting
hearings on resolution to prohibit exat 8 i'rto k
Commenc'ng
ports of war materials, and Represen
tative Towner introduced anot.hor re
solution fur that purpose.
1

1

h,i
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lidate the several government sanator-ium- s of the County of San Miguel met in of San Miguel county having been fil- feld, 2 hoes, etc., general county fund,
for tubercular army and navy regular session at the court house of ed for approval by George E. Morri- $2.25.
GOOD men into
Warrant No. 10922, Roman Galle
a single institution.
said county in Las Vegas, N. M., on son, county surveyor, and who was
Fort Bayard has been decided on as the first Monday in September, the also employed as county engineer, and gos, boarding prisoners, August, 1914,
the logical place from a climatic same being September 7th, A. D. 1914, in such last named capacity render- general county fund, $195.50.
Wan-an- t
No. 10923, Roman Gallegos,
standpoint for such a sanatorium and and the following proceedings were ed services in connection with bridge
'
the million dollar plant there will be had
work performed during the years sheriff, fuel, May 1914, general counFidel Ortiz, chairman - 1108, 1909 and 1910 in the following ty fund, $20.
greatly enlarged to accommodate the
Present:
Warrant No. 10924, Roman Gallegos,
additional patients, who will be trans John. H. York, county commissioner; amounts,
$503.50.
1908,
soon
as
to
fuel,
the
the
June, 1914, general county fund,
ferred
For
year
A.
Bayard
Antonio
hospital
commis
Gallegos, county
IN ACCORDANCE WITH OUR
$20.
as quarters can be provided for them. sioner; Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the
For the year 1909, $910.00.
Warrant No. 10923, Roman Gallegos,
For the year 1910, $385.00,
The decision of the government board
SUPERINTENDENT WHITE WISH
USUAL CUSTOM, THE STORE
n't ,uJ making in all a total of $1828.50, and fuel, July, 1914, general county fund,
means
of the naval
the
abandonment
,
nn,
REINFORMED
THEM
ES
i
a
$20.
santaiibum at Fort Lyons, Colo., and last
oarQ navmS
GARDING EUROPE
regular session and all special
WILL BE CLOSED TOMORROW
the naval and marine hospital at sessions held in the meantime, read, conts, and it appearing that there are Warrant No. 10926, Roman Gallegos.
not sufficient funds at this time to ap fuel, August, 1914, general county
Should Fort Stanton, N. M. Each of these in approved and signed.
. Santa Fe, N, M., Deo. 31
NEW YEAR'S DAY
now
stitutions
about
is
for
prove and pay said sum upon motion, fund, $20.
caring
Public Roads Pets. .39 and 16:
the pupils in the New Mexico public
300 patients.
It is ordered that the said accounts Warrant No. 10927, Nestor Griego,
war
to
the
schools be allowed
Btudy
A petition having been heretofore
of
George E. Morrison, for services bb feea as J. P., general county fund.
from the dally newspapers? This is
filed with the board, asking that said
on certain bridge work per $6.95.
CANADA
GETS
HONOR
engineer
a question asked the state department
obstructions Ibe removed from thatl
31.
Deo.
Canad
Warrant No. 10928, Antonio Sena.
formed
Ottawa, Ontario,
during the years 1908, 1909 and
and Alvan N.
of public nstruction
certain roadway lying within Precincts
announcement
1910 in the sum of $1828.50, be and fees as
lans
are
at
the
constable, general county
pleased
White today answered: "Yes providNos. 16 and 39, within San Miguel
and payment thereof fund, $14.55.
ed they study the news that Is gather that one of the new battleships there county, leading from the town of San they are passed
of "No
in refuser! on the crouud
Warrant No. 10929, Benigno Gonza
ed as accurately as is possible and ar to be 15 in all to be launched Miguel to Chaperito, and witnesses
1 day stenographer taking testi1915 will ho christened "Can1
i
funds."
les,
during
also provided that the pupils and
having been heard both for and
mony felony case, general county
teachers comply with President Wil ada," In recognition; of the support the against said petition, the board being Optic Co. Warrant:
It appearing to the board that war fund, $2.
son's request to Been to observe the people of the dominion are giving the advised in the premises, and having
This- will be the fifth ship
Warrant No. 10930, "Void", see No.
No. 10735 for the sum of Sixty
rant
South Oidonaga
empire.
of
considered the same, upon motion of
neutrality."
duty
for
0
pub- 10927.
and
the
of
to
name.
British
Dollars,
bear
($60.30)
the
navy
Mr. White has received a clipping
Antonio A. Gallegos,
commissioners' proceedings
Warrant No. 10931, "Void," See No.
from the New York Herald discussing The first waj launched the same year
It is ordered by the board that the lishing
was Inadvertently issued hy the clerk 10928.
the views of Dr. William H. Maxwell as Nelson's famous victory in 1765.
above said petition be denied, the to
Warrant 10932, El Ind. Pub. Co., li
The Optic Publishing Co., instead
city superintendent of schools in New
commissioners
voting as follows: Fi of to the El Independiente Publishing cense book, assessor,
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
general county
who
the
when
that
York,
says
princi
del Ortiz, yes. John H. York, yes, An
No. 7659.
Co., as per the approved voucher on fund, $2.
pals of the schools are convened for
tonio A. Gallegos, yes.
Warrant 10933, Felix G. y Gutierrez,
file in favor of said last named com
the first meeting of the year he will In the District Court for the County J. P. Precinct No. 23:
of
foes as J. P., general county fund.
In
San
the
Fourth Judicial
Miguel,
pany upon motion,
call especial attention In his address
A petition having been presented to
It is ordered by tee board that the $7.60.
to the value of keeping abreast with District of the State of New Mexico.
the
board this day setting forth that Optic Publishing Co., return to Euge
The
Mutual
Warrant No. 10934, Roman Gallegos,
Building and Loan Asso
all the news of the war.
Jose D. Segura, justice of the peace nio Romero, county treasurer, the saw expenses to Raton, etc.,
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of
Las
Vegas,
general coun"For this purpose," said Dr. Max
of Precinct No. 23, said county, Is sum of $60.30i paid to it in error, and
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$16.65.
fund,
ty
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are
"the
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well,
newspapers
dead, and, therefore, a vacancy exists that upon payment of such sum the
vs.
Warrant No. 10935, Estevan Garcia,
valuable source of information at this
as to said office, also recommending treasurer shall mark "void" the said fees a3
Wells
et
als.
Ward,
constable, general county fund.
time. This Is an important epoch in
the appointment of Jose Pedro Marti warrant No. 10735 and return same to $8.40. ' .
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BATworld,
history
PRESIDENT WILSON WILL PRESS EVERYWHERE, ALONG THE
To: Wells Ward, Monterville Ward nea as such justice of the peace, upon the clerk of this board to be filec
Warrant No. 10936, Geo. E. Morri
pils of our public schools will see new
TLE FRONT, IT PROVIDES SOBUTTON THAT PUTS THE
clerk son, survey school districts, general
said
S.
A. D. Ward, Jane Price, Tiidi9 Hale, motion,
and
in
his
thereupon
office,
In
boundaries
For
that
the making.
LACE FOR SOLDIERS
WHEELS IN MOTION
It is ordered by the board tiiat Jose shall issue a new wan-anin the place school fund, $500.
reason I shall suggest that in all school J. H. Ward, George W. Ward, Ther
he is, named and stead of said cancelled; warran
Warrant No. 10937, Felix G. Gutier
rooms a map of the continent of Eu- man A. Ward, B. F. Ward, Mada Pedro Martinez be, and
Sammons, A. H. Ward, Leman Ward, justice of the peace within and for upon the county treasurer, payable to rez, fees as J. p., general county
on
which
from
be
rope
displayed,
day
San nieeo. Cal.. Dec. 31, At suuLondon, Dec. 31. The "war depart
No. 23, San Miguel county, the El Independiente Publishing Co fund, $8.85.
to
the changes m the armies and Marie Ward, London Ward, Ada Precinct
s't tonight the big gates of the San ment" of the Young Men's Christian the day
Ward, Carl Ward, Ada Copley, Sarah and he Is directed to enter upon his du in the sum of $60.30 from the general
Warrant No. 10938, Ramon Ulibarri,
a
be
navies
noted.
may
Probably
Diego exposition will be thrown open Association recently announced that blackboard
PreBton, Docie Mills, Joseph William ties as such officer upon qualifying, as county fund of 1913.
as constable,
fees
will
general county
suffice
for
this
map
to the public and at midnight, just as it had established 600 centers of Y . M.
son, Albert Williamson, Adda Mills, required by law, due notice of this ap Bills Approved:
$7.45.
fund,
purpose.
A.
C
fair
British
the
the
work In
army.
the new year Is ushered in,
to be given by the clerk.
The following accounts rendered
Warrant No. 10939, Felix G. y Gu
"It will be Impressed upon all teach- Blanche Crum, Julias Williamson pointment
'Wherever Kitchner's army en
will be formally opened by President
Office Furniture Probate Judge:
Ferrell
Elsie
Williamson,
Williamson,
the county of San Miguel, hav tierrez, fees as J. P., general county
against
ers
from
the
all
that
'
first,
however,
A.,-C.
Wilson. A telegraphic flash from the camps, there goes the Y. M.
A petition having been submitted ing been presented, upon examination
statements made shall be devoid of Manasha Williamson, Roy Williamson
fund, $8.95.
White House will be the signal for the says the association's war secretary
to
the board byl Adelaldo Tafoya, thereof, the same are approved for
Hubert
Vasa
Williamson,
Venters,
Warrant No. 10940, Amador Ulibarof
The
kind.
treat
any
partisanship
Tona piobate judge of San Miguel county, payment and the clerk is directed to ri, fees as constable, general county
booming of guns, ringing of bells and in a report which he is preparing of ment .of thi3 news must be
Dingus, Arnold Dingus,
Larcy
absolutely
Itblaring of trumpets, and will formally the past four months' work, ft Is :
neutral. The movements of the vari Dingus, Verdie Dingus, Unknown Heirs New Mexico, asking that he be provid issue his several warrants upon the fund, $2.25.
followis
association
The
round
all
true,
first
exposithe
an office in the court house county treasurer in settlement thereof
year
ally
open
Warrant 10941, El Ind. Pub. Co, letous forces would
be chron- of Minta Farley, deceased, Unknown ed with
tion in history.
Heirs of George W.' Ward, deceased, and a desk, upon motion,
ing the new army abroad, not only icled In such a naturally
ter
heads, county treasurer, general
woul
that
way
they
Secretary of the Treasury William into France and Belgium but also be devoid of coloring.
It is ordered by the board that the
Warrant No. 10S96. Manuel Villa- county fund, $8.50.
would be certain of the defendants in the above
They
Before the
of President into India and Egypt
Gibbs McAdoo,
said Adf iaido Tafoya, probate judge, nueva, janitor Aug. and seven day
Warrant No. 10942, Optic Pub. Co.,
told of as though they were moves on entitled cause:
V;ilson, Is the official representative new year begins, Y. M. C. A. huts are some gigantic chessboard. At the You and each of you are hereby no be, and he is, authorized to purchase in Seotember. General county fund publishing county commissioners protified that an action or suit to fore- a desk for his use as sucn juage, tne 1913, $61.62.
of the presldeni for the ceremonies to be set up In Indian cantonments, same
f
ceedings and records county clerk,
time, the
opens to
close a mortgage has 'been commenced same to be placed in the office in
which will take place at midnight to and two Y, M. C. A. huts of ample show the childrenopportunity
Warrant No. 10S97, John H. York general county fund, $112.44.
horof
this
the
age
night. Many other notables are here size, are to be erected at each of the rors of war and open the way for uni- against you and eacn of you in the the southeast corner of the court exp. Bd. equalization, general county
Warrant No. 10943, Optic Pub. Co.,
above entitled District Court by The house, formerly used by the county fund, 1913, $10.05.
for the event, and plans have been three English bases In northern versal
3 books, tax sale cert, general county
peace."
In
In
all the camps
France.
Mutual Building and Loan Association clerk, and that such room be known
England,
completed for the ceremonies.
Warrant No. 10898, Fidel Ortiz, exp, fund, 1913, $60.
of Las Vegas, plaintiff; said cause as the office of the said probate judge. Bd.
Tonight Is looked upon as the hig- too, where the soldiers are quitting
Warrant No. 10944, Valentin Roybal,
SOLDIERS ARE TATTOOED
Equalization, general county fund
hest In the history of southern Cadi tenta and taking tup their quarters in :, London, Dec.
being numbered anfSen.tltled on the Accounts Rogers Kidnaping:
- the outfees as Justice of the peace, gen$14.05.
fornla. The atmosphere'' Is distinctly long wooden . barracksv , or rough break of war tattooers have been par- docket of Eald court as above set
Juan B. Coca and Luis E. Armijo
Warrant No. 10899, Las Vegas Light eral couity fund, $8.75.
(Spanish. Spanish uniforms are worn lumber, the Y. M. C. V is likewise ticularly busy
the arms of forth; that the general objects of said having presented their accounts re- & Power Co., Lights C. H., bridge and
Warrant No, 10945, Juan Gonzales,
decorating
action and the nature of the relief spectively for labor and materials furby tho bandsmen, Spanish dancing turning its attention tohe prepara- British soldiers and. sailors and
$40.
as constable, general county
fees
many
fund,
county
jail,
general
therein prayed for are as follows: nished in the Rogers kidnaping case
jdrls will hold the center of the stage, tion of adequate winter quarters, Belgians with inscriptions.
Warrant 10900, M. A, Sanchez, exp, fund, $fl.87.
and even the guards- of the exposition within which may be compressed all
A favorite decoration is the English That said plaintiff have judgment for in tho following amounts: Juan B. Co- Bd. equalization, general county fund.
Warrant No. 10946, Etevan Garcia,
will be attired in Spanlhh costumes the social, religious , and recreative
and Belgian, flags with the words $2292.86 with interest from Nov. 17, ca Fifty ($50.00) Dollars, and Luis E. $14.30.
as constable, general county
fees
life of the camp.
8 per cent per annum until
and known aa the Balboa guards.
"Death to the Germans" or "Down 1914 at
Armijo Ten Dollars and fifty cents
Warrant
No. 1901, M. A. Sanchez, fund, $17.10.
The exposition grounds present a
The Bramshott Common camp, for
with the Germans" underneath these paid, for principal, interest and attor- ($10.30), such bills being approved assessor, postage, general county fund
Warrant No. 10947, Felix G. y Gumagnificent view. Buildings and ex- instance, has been provided with four
neys fees on a promissory note exe- and recommended for payment by a J1.0.V
t "
tierrez, fees as J. P., general county
in
hibits from all the western states give Y. M. C. A. huts. The cost of build being largely patronized hy Belgian cuted and delivered by said George
majority of the committee who passand British soldiers. A bulldog standWarrant No. 10902, Valentin Ti- fund, $7.
W. Ward, deceased, in his life time, ed
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presented
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ing
by
Warrant 10948, Martin Delgado, grogreat to said
struction. New Mexico lias furnished 000. Cost of maintenance for six
plaintiff, for $2000, dated Sept. kidnaping matter, upon motion, the $3.50.
demand. Some sentimental Tommies
ceries, Luciano Mares, indigent, india. replica of the ancient mission on months is estimated at $6,000.
6, 1910, payable two years after the
The have
said accounts are approved for pay
Warrant 10903, Juan Gonzales, fees gent fund, $5.
pictures of their girls or names date
the Rock of Acoma, the thick shrub huts, which are each 160 feet long
thereof, with interest at 8 per ment.
as constable, general county
ol them inscribed on their arms.
fund,
Warrant 10949 El Ind. Pub. Co., stabery of the canyon covering the rear and 30 feet wide, will provide for a Others have the names of their re cent per annum, and attorneys fees; Accounts for fuel Sheriff:
1913, $1.25.
school supt., general county
tionery,
also for the costs of 'this action; also
f the building, and beds of cactus camp population of 12,000 men.
Roman Gallegos, Esq., sheriff, of
Warrant No. 10904, Pablo Ulibarri fund, $18.12.
giments put in. One sailor is said to
are strewn in front. Montana's, build
exea
certain mortgage
foreclose
San Miguel county, New Mexico, hav- fees as J. P., general county fund
to have the names of his wife and
Warrant No. 10959, Agua Pura Co.,
cuted and delivered to said plaintiff
ing, on the other side of the highway,
on
children
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presented a monthly account for $6.20.
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ing
water
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rent September, 1914, general
New
Mex
between
the
faces the gap
by said George W. Ward, deceased, in each of the following months, May,
Many soldiers believe in tattooing his
Warrant No. 10905, Juan D. Tafoya, county fund, $25.
ico and Washington exhibits. Further
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to
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dated
0,
lifetime,
Sept.
.Tune, July and August, 1911, for fuel fe;s aa constable, general count fund
as a sort of inoculation against fever,
Warrant 10951, Deslderlo C. de Badown Utah's building looms up, and
cure the payment of said promissory
furnished the county jail, each in the $3.25.
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sailors
idea
handis
believe
the
i
?.:f ca, repairing toilets C. H, etc, C. H.
con
Kansas
note
is
almost)
the
described
pavilion,
nearby
covering
following
amount of Twenty ($20.00) Dollars, the
ed down from tho time when flog
Warrant No. 10906, Pablo Ulibarri, and jail fund, $7.75.
,
land and real estate,
sealed in thick foliage. These struc
said fuel account having heretofore fees as J. P., general county fund,
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Then
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vogue.
ging
Warrant No. 10952, A. G. Zummach,
tures form almost a steady line of
Those certain lots, tracts and par- been
"Gets-It- "
paid in the sum of Twenty-fiv- e
$6.80.
practise to have a cross tattatooed cels of land and real estate
Being Used by Millions
repairing getters, plastering, etc., C.
wonderful architecture, and they are
Rituate, ($25.00) Dollars
on the back which might save, them
upon momonth,
per
Warrant No. 10907, Antonio Madrid, H., C. H. and jail fund, $50.62.
to
filled with things of Interest
the It is the first time that a real, sure- - when
lying and being in the county of San tion and a call of the commissioners
the time for punishment came.
fees as constable, general county fund,
Warrant No. 10953, C. S. Rogers,
millions of visitors who are expected
Miguel and State of New Mexico, and the vote stood as follows: Fidel Orcorn cure has ever been dia- One of
in
the
victims
the
recent
$2.50.
material C. H. repairs, C. and jail
to visit the fair. Washington's' for covered. "GETS-IT- "
described as follows, to wit: Lots 16
is the new corn- tiz, Yes. Antonio A. Gallegos, Yea.
"Bulwark" disaster was indentified and 17 in Block 7
Warrant 10908, EI Ind. Pub. Co., pub. fund, $5.65.
of Las Vegas Town
estry display Is a center of interest.
John H. York, No.
tattoo
certain
Co.
marks.
by
Commrs.
proceedings, general
Warrant No. 10954, Ludwig Wm.
Utah and Montana are concentratin
Company's Addition to Las Vegas,
It is thereupon ordered that the r.c county fund, $21.75.
material C. H. repairs, C. and
now
on
their displays
of Las Vegas, New Mexico, counts
agriculture, while
city
of Roman Gallegos, sheriff, for
SETTLEMENT WORK ROMANCE
Warrant No. 10909, Frank F.
fund, $56.00.
as shown on the official plat of said
jail
New Mexico is displaying her minerfuel for the months of May, June, July
Carrollton, Mo., Dec, 31. A romance
Warrant 10955, A. Ludi, repairs C.
repairs C. H. and jail, court
als and precious metals.
of settlement workers in the slums Addition, etc., with the hereditaments and August 1914, be, and they hereby house and
$115.50.
H.
jail
fund,
and Jail, C. and jail fund, $107.50.
and
President Wilson has announced he
appurtenances;
are approved in the sum of $20.00 for
of New York will culminate here toWarrant No. 10910, Mt. States Tel.
Warrant No. 10956, Coors Lumber
That
will later visit the fair, making Sail
unless
said
defendants
the
pay.
each month, and the clerk is directed and Tel. Co.,
day, when Dr. Robblns Gillman, for
telephone rent C. H. and Co., material C. H. repairs, C. and
amount
sad court to to issue his warrants
Diego his first port of call when he
merly in charge of the University be due adjudged by
upon the jounty jail, general county rund, $17,
jail fund, $62.10.
said
to
and
gets through the Panama canal two
payable
plaintiff,
treasurer in settlement thereof.
Settlement in New York, will take as
Warrant No. 10911, Martin Delgado,
Warrant No. 10957, LIthgow. Mfg.
90 days from the date of such
within
months hence. He will spend two
his bride Miss Catherine Cooke, who
Court House Janitor:
to Jose Ignacio Esqulbel, in- Stationery Co., 150 teachers' term re
groceries
that
the
before
here
said
San
to
land
and
real
judgment,
days
journeying
It. appearing that the term of the
was formerly his aide in uplift work.
digent, Indigent fund, $6.
estate be sold under the order of said
ports, general school fund, $4.50.
Francisco, where he will open in Feb
now head worker of
uniman
house janitor, Manuel Vlllanue-va- ,
is
Jr.
ojurt
Warrant No. 10912. Martin Delgado, Reports, Receipts, etc:
Panama-Pacifi- c
court
to
the
said
the
with
pay
ruary
exposition
Judgment,
the Northeast Neighborhood HouBe in
has expired, and a vacancy now groceries to Teofila Baca, an
indigent
The following reports, receipts, to.,
He ia the son of Theo costs, expenses, interest and attorneys exists as to said position, upon mot'.m, person, Indigent
Minneapolis.
fund, $6.
Find theLadr Who Uar ih , "or!d' Greatest
GERMAN SHIPS SOLD
having been submitted to the hoard,
dore Gillman, a New York banker, fees, and that plaintiff may have gen- Enrique Roybal of San Geronimo N
Warrant No. 10913, Salomon Mon-tan- upon examination thereof the same are
"GE'liT."
S
eral relief; all of which will more
and is about 40 years old. Miss
M. Is appointed as ouch janitor com
London, Dec. 31. Four German endor, based on an
groceries to Marcelino Trujillo, approved and ordered filed In the of
comentirely new prin- Cooke is the daughter of Jeremiah A fully appear by reference to
mencing with the 7th day of Septem indigent, indigent fund, $5.
schooners, Tlse, Gerhard, Theodor and ciple. It is a mew different
fice of the clerk,
on
file
cause.
in
said
plaint
formula, Cooke of Carrollton.
A. D. 1914, and he is authorized
Bolivar captured aa prizes, have Just never
Warrant No. 10914, Salomon Mon-tanThat unless you, said named defend ber,
Monthly report of Eugenio Romero,
successfully imitated. It makes
to receive into his custody the keys
Ijeen sold by order of the marshal of corns shrivel and then vanish. Two
groceries to Clemente Vigil, an county treasurer, for Auguat, 1914.
ants, enter your appearance In said
NEW YEAR'S REVELS
and other property for the proper care indigent person, indigent fund, $5.
the admiralty. These are the first
Statement of liquor licenses receiv
drops do the work. You don't bundle
New York, Dec. 31. New York will cause on or before the 21st day of
of said building.
Warrant 10915, Roman Gallegos, for ed by county treasurer . for
prize ships to be gold In London since up your toe any more with
deD.
1915, judgment by
hold Its usual round of revels tonight January, A.
August,
sticky
Luciano Mares Indigent:
the Crimean war, and the hammer tape and
land sold to county for road purposes, 1914 $96.
;
plasters that press down on to usher in the new year. All of the fault or decree pro confesso will be
Application having been made to road fund, $42!
used by the autioneer Is the eame one the poor corn no more
Statement of liquor licenses collectcafes and hotels are besieged for re- entered against you and each of you the board
used ia the year 1855, when the last salves that don't
for assistance by one LuciaWarrant No. 10916, D, R. Murray, ed by Roman Gallegos,
in
action
or
said
suit.
no
more
sheriff, for
put,"
servations, and plans for gayety ex!atch of prize ships were disposed of. hacking at corns "stay
Said plaintiff's attorney is A. T- - no Mares, a resident of San Miguel fees as J. P., general county fund, August, 1914, $500.
with knives or ra tend from one end to the other of the
A condition of the sale was that zors, no more
an
and
county,
Indigent person who $6.50.
Receipt No. 613, from state treasbleeding or danger of Great White Way. New features, new Rogers, Jr., whose office and posfof- - Is unable
ach purchaser had to sign a declar- hlood
at this time, to properly sup Warrant No. 10917, Juan B. Coca, to urer to County
No more limping ideas In decorations, and the usual fice address is First National Bank
poison.
Treasurer, for August,
ation that he was not an alien enemy, around
port himself, upon investigation and rent 6 horBes, etc., Rogers kidnaping 1914, 2991.53.
lor days with sore corns, no wine, woman and song will make the Building, East Las Vegas, N. M.
a motion duly made,
that he was In no way associated with more corn
case, general county fund, $50.
Reecipt No. 151 from county treas-ure- r
pains.
night as usual the most brilliant of Witness my hand and seal this 2nd
business carried on m enemy countis
It
bv
ordered
the
board
Warrant 10918, Luis E. Armijo, E
the
ihat
"GETS-IT- "
to county clerk, sale old mower,
is now the biggest-sel- l
day of December, A. D. 1911,
the year.
sum of Five ($5 00) Dollars. In gro days acting as posse Rogers
ries", and that he was not purchasing
i
,
kidnaping $2.
(Seal of Court)
ing corn cure in the world Use it
certen be delivered to the said Lucia case, general county fund, $10.50.
eti behalf of any German, Austrian or on
motion
Upon
LORENZO
the
any hard or soft com., wart, callus
board
DELGADO,
TO
adjourned
ENiLARGE SANITARIUM
Turkish subject or company. There or bunion.
Warrant No. 1019, Roman Gallegos, subject to the call of the chairman
Cleark of said pislrict Court no Mares, an indigent person, each
Tonight's the tiisrhf.
Silver City, N. M., Dec. 31. Fort
was brisk bidding throughout and
and overy month until other nrran"" sheriff, salary Jailer and assistant, thereof.
"GETS-IT- "
is sold by druggists ev Bayard, the extensive United States
;ooa prices were obtained but the
v
ments can be made, the sheriff of saW general county fund, $90.
FTDEL ORTIZ,
PRO- erywhere, 25 cents a bottle, or sent military sanatorium nine miles east or COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
cbronottifiers of the ehips came in direct
emintv to purchase said groceries anr"
Warrant 10920, M. F. Des Marala, Attest:
CEEDINGS
by E. Lawrenco & Co., Chicago. this city, is to have Its
Chairman.
treb
capacity
for most oitontion and were sold sepdeliver paiha to said party.
"Gets-It- "
is sold in Las Vegas
professional
services,
county
LORENZO
prison
Clerk.
DELGADO,
led
as
a
result of the decision of thf
by
Monday, Sept. 7th, A. D. 1914.
Geor-rarately.
E. Morrison
Accounts:
ers, general county fund, $20.
Winters Drug Co. Adv.
war and navy departments to conso-- ' The board of county commissioners
Certain accounts against the county
Warrant No, 10921, Ludwlg Wm. II- (To he continued)
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. THURSDAY,
ELECTION

PROCLAMATION

Whereas, by virtue of Section 1,
Chapter 105 of the Laws of 1909 of
the state of New Mexico, the Board
of County Commissioners of the
uaid state, County of San Miguel,
is required to give public proclamar
tion of the election to be held for justices of the peace and constables, In
the various precincts of said county,
on January 11th, A, D. 1915.
Now, Therefor, in accordance with
the above law, the said Board of
county commissioners of the county of
Ban Miguel, State of New Mexico,
does hereby publicly proclaim and give
public notice on this 12th day of December, A. D. 1914, In open session,
of the said board, that an election will
be held in the said County of San
Miguel, State of New Mexico, on MonD.
day, the 11th day of January, A.
1915, such election being for the purpose of electing one justice of the
peace and one constable in each of
the pr"ecincts of tha said county of San
Miguel, and that said election will be
held within the hours prescribed by
law on the said day above mentioned
at the following named places In each
urecinct.
Precinct 1, San Miguel House of
David Urioste.
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta House
of Porflrio GallegoB.
South-Ho- use
Precinct No. 3, Las Vegas
of Antonio Fulgenzi.
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Casa de

precinct No. 01, Hillside School
House.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico, this
12th day of December, A. D. 1914, by
the Board of County Commissioners
of the County of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, in open session.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION- OF SAN
KRS OF THE COUNTY
MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEX

ON

THE

SAVES DAUGHTER

FIELD OF BATTLE

Writer Tells of the Various Distances

at

Which Bodies of Men Can
Be Distinguished.

Some of the enterprising corre
Bpondents have been writing some
wonderful tales from alleged Inter
views with wounded men and others
In the European war. says the Army
ICO,
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman. and Navy Journal. One of the best
of these gema told of troops aiming
Attest:
their rifles at the enemy one mile
Clerk.
LORENZO DELGADO,
away and using the buttons on the
(Seal)
coat as an aiming point, in order to
lie it resolved, and it is hereby or make hits more certain. The followdered, by the Board of County Com- ing facts may be useful In throwing
missioners of the County of San Mi- a little light on the yarn. Men of
the ordinary eight and under ordinary conguel, State of New Mexico, that
ditions of air and light can distinguish
ana
tney
be,
named
fullowinir
persons
as follows: At 100 yards all
are hereby, appointed judges of elec troops
of a man's body are seen
pre the parts

tion in and for the respective
cincts of said county, and the followas the
ing named places are selected
nniiinsr Dlaces where the votes are to
be cast in the said several precincts,
held
respectively, at the election to be
on the 11th day of January; a..umis for a Justice of the Peace and
a Constable, in each of said precincts,
within the county and state aforesaiu,

distinctly, including the general lines
of the face; slight movements are per
ceptible; the minutest details of the
uniform, such as buttons, may be
counted. At 200 yards the outlines of
the face are confused and the rows of
buttons are invisible, but the color of
the facings, especially if bright, is still
apparent. At 400 yards the face is
a mere dot, but all movements of the
legs and arms are still distinct. At
500 yards the movements of the arms
are still perceptible. At 600 yards
all details disappear. If the light be
strong, however, the files of a sqund
can be counted, and individual move
ments may be distinguished.
At S0;
yards the men cannot bo counted ami
Individual
movements sre Indistin
At 1,000 yard3 a iv.ie oi
guishable.
men resembles a broad line, thn uniform width of which Is broken above
by the line of heads and bel.jw by the
line of legs.

-

t:

Prnnlnct No. 1. San Miguel Judges,
David Urioste, Trinidad Garcia, Andres
ua- Gonzales; polling place, house of
vid Urioste.
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta .'uuges.
aomrtinn Padilla. Leonardo Lucero,
Francisco Flores; polling place, house
Sociedad.
North-axi- ico of Porflrio Gallegos.
Precinct No. 5, Las Vegas,
precinct No. 3, Las Vegas juages, n Tnse L. Galindre.
Mares y Ortiz, Nicolas KavaJuan
Central
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas
Lucas Gallegos; polling piace,
naneh.
House of .Tuanita Ribera.
Antonio Fulgenzi.
of
house
House
m
7 san Antonio
t
RUINED BY FUNERAL COSTS
Tecolote-Jud- ges,
precinct No. 4,
r,r Felix Sandoval..
Pablo Herrera, Desldcrio Maruu,
Precinct No. S, Upper Las Vega- sEncinias y Castro; polling Costly Rites Practiced by the Maoris
Francisco
Meet With Disapproval of the
School House. .
Casa de Sociedad.
Government.
Precinct No. S, Pecos House of Pe place,
B. Las vegas isoriu
No.
rr.innt
rim nihera
An appeal to the government of
Merejildo Sanchez, Epifanio
-Precinct No. 10, Chaperlto House Judges,
Nicanor Martinez; pumus New Zealand to represent to the
Gallegos,
of Francisco Arellanes,
Maoris the manifold advantages of a
Moimn of -Jose L. Galinare.
San Ceronimo
Prprinct N'o. 11.
yla,
No. 6, Las Vegas ubm.i.- -r pakeha (white man's funeral) over
Precinct
r.assi finciedad Literaria.
Baca y Garcia, Cleofea the expensive "tangi" a native one
House of :,Da
is contemplated as the result of the
Gerardo
Flores; pomng imv; Berious
Armijo,
effect of one of these trying
Mnnnfti Archuleta.
Ribera.
of Juanita
but picturesque ceren.ni.iies in the
Precinct No. 13, Rociada House of House
vn 7. San Antonio Judg North island. One Pango Raumaewa
Perlrn A RUStOS.
Sandoval, Bonifacio San and his brother took up 90 acres of
Dionicio
of
es,
Snnfillo
House
l
i'lCCIUUL
Crosenclo
Roybal; polling pu.ee land at a place called Rata, put up a
dobal.
CrnnnllllVI FloreB.
house and a milk shed, and Invested
Sandoval.
Felix
rf
Hf,nsp
Prpcinct No. 15, Las Manuelitas
In 30 cows, then set about clearing
8, Las Vegas, Upper
No.
Precinct
Tlmise of Benigno Sandoval
.he place, which was in heavy scrub,
tfa
Bonifacio
wr.ntno
'Vafova,
House of T,j,,
i
v id TTnion
After much laber they succeeded in
school
xrtniiiivi.
ca, Sangull Ruiz; polling place,
nundnliiTie Truiillo.
bringing the best part of the section
h nri a A
Into a state of productivity.
Patricio
17.
They
San
Kn
tninot
Pe
Precinct No. 9, Pecos Judges,
had milked for three years, and were
p...Vinn1 House.
VI the earners of a comfortable little
dro Ribera, Jose Barela, Alejandro
Mishawaka
Precinct No. 18,
Rl income, when Pango's brother died.
Pedro
of
House
gil; polling place,
Cftinnl HOUS3.
As is usual, a monster "tangl" was
McKinley School bera.
cost Pango over one
1 IClllUV.
No. 10. Chaperito Judges convened, and it
Prpninct.
TTmvsA.
On top of this the
dollars.
thousand
RaDuran,
father
away,
leaving many
Tr.inrt vn !0. San Juan House Francisco Arellanes, Felipe
passed
of
mon Lucero; polling place, House
creditors. Pango was forced to clear
of Elias Lucero. Arellanes
this off also. He then discovered that
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
No. 11. San Geronimo
he was ruined. Taking heart again,
Princt.
House of Emlterio Leyba,
he went to another place and started
afresh.
There, In time, he was able
a
mez, ianion uumw,
Alejandro Rodarte.
in 15 cows, and in every
to
invest
Sociedad
raoa.
Literaria,
-wav
Precinct No. 23, San Jose House oi
proved his energy and In
again
aiaPrAcinct No. 12, Rowe Judges,
however, a Maori
Recently,
Guadalupe Segura.
dustry.
Archuleta. Cristobal Padilla, Cos child belonging to the little commun
Precinct No. j!4. La Liendre House
of
Houeo
me Miqulbel; po'ling place,
ity died, and a big "tangi" has been
of Jose L. Ramirez.
Archuleta.
Manuel
Blanca
arranged, the expense of which will
Pena
Precinct No. 25,
J
uuges,
13.
Rociada
Mo
fall upon the same unfortunate na
Prlimt
House of Balerio Ramirez.
Abel tive.
Alamos-Sch- ool Donaciano Bustos, Jose Maestas,
Los
Precinct No. 26,
Martinez; polling place, House of le
House.
Action en State Law.
Hrn A. P,USt03.
House
Pablo
Precinct No.' 27, San
In various suits during the past
14.
Judges,
No.
Sapello
rwinct.
the constitutionality or a nunrner
of Jose Darlo Atencio.
Francisco S. Mojito year
Df state laws was challenged, lawe of
Precinct No. 28, Chavez House of Francisco Flores,
va. Serafin Archibeque; polling place Georgia and Mississippi attempting to
George Chavez.
Flores.
provide a form of enforcement of the
Precinct No .29, E. Las Vegas City liriiiaa nf Francisco
contract of employment under certain
No. 15, Las Manuelitas
Precinct
Hall.
Modesto r.ondltiona belne declared void, as was
Ttenieno Sandoval,
ManueliTni.ms
de
Canon
No.
30,
Precinct
polling a law of Illinois forbidding the use of
neraido Trujillo;
Pariilla.
tas House of Frollan Alires.
emerv wheels, etc.. for polishing proc
Sandoval.
Precinct No. 31, Puertecito House ninA. house of Benigno
In basements, without refer
esses
T!!Tir,t. No. 16. Union Judges, ence to the actual conditions as to
tf Nestor Grlego.
Trujillo, ventilation, and one of Louisiana lim
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo House Ciestmo Garduno, Guadalupe
polling place, house Itlng the hours of labor of certain
Truiillo;
Santiago
Ribera.
Placido
of
rlafiaea of stationary engineers. All
Precinct No. 33, Los Vigiles School r.f nmiflalinm Truiillo.
JudgPatricio
these laws were held to attempt unPrecinct No. 17, San
House.
Marti
luBtiflable discriminations.
Catarino
Eduardo
Lucero,
House
es,
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro
The state of Mississippi still stands
nez, N. S. Belden; polling place, scnooi
of Tomas Gonzales.
alone with a law regulating the hours
house.
Precinct No. 35, Las Galllnas
of labor of factory workers without re
Precinct No. 18, Mishawaka Judgwhich was last
Pchool House..
John gard to sex. This law,
es, C. D. Black, David Newcomer,
Precinct No. E6, Penasco Blanco
year declared constitutional, was
hose.
Hartmaii; polling place, school
law
again upheld, as was the
House of Na7ario Qulntana
Judges of Illinois for women, the city of Chi
No.
19, McKinley
Houss
Cerrito
precinct
El
37,
No.
Precinct
Lucero. Fermin Baca, Isabel cago being mulcted for its violation.
cf Epitaclo Quintana.
school house.
- nollinK nlace,
r.arHaHouse
Torres
Los
No.
38,
Precinct
Juan Juages,
San
Electrical Safety Rule,
No.
20,
Precinct
of ,"ose Gabriel Montano.
The bureau of standards has been
Luis
Jiron,
Maes,
Lucas
House
Lucero,
Elias
Tecolotito
Precinct No. 39,
and
inn nlace. house of Elias Lucero. making a study of safety rules
of Sipio Salas.
In the construction, installa
practices
Colorada
21.
Caaa
or
No.
House
.precinct
Precinct No. 40, Bernal
Isabel Ley-h- tion and maintenance of electrical
judges, Francisco C. Ortiz,
Basilio Griego,
equipment, and has found that ruch
Mariano Salazar; polling place, companies as do have safety rfclas
Precinct No, 41, Canou Larg- oof Emiterlo Leyba.
have based them on limited and Id
School House.
experiences, while many comadequate
pninct no. 22. Sabinoso Judges,
Precinct No. 42, Romeroville House
Lu- no rules because of the
have
Jose
Ignacio
Rodarte,
paie?
Alejandro
of Jose Ignacio Montpya.
pomus expense and difficulty of preparing
ian Tnnn Lorenzo Torres;
Precinct Nc. 43, San Augustin
because they are not com
w0 honsfl of Alejandro Rodarte, them and
House of Lorenzo Garcia.
to
take precautionary meas
pelled
Judges,
Jose
Precinct No. 23, San
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios House
state authorities. Accord
ures
the
by
Guadalupe Segura, Miguel A. Duran, ingly the bureau has prepared ft eet of
of Nestor Montano.
house
rules based on a thorough study,, with
Precinct No. 45, Cherryvalc School Cleofes Segura; polling place,
c niinrtaiinne Segura.
the aid and advice of state comrcit
House.
Precinct No. 24, La. Liendre Judg sions, companies employing electrical
Precinct No. 4R, Emplazado School
workmen.
The ruleB
es, Jose L. Ramirez, Lorenzo Tapia, equipment and
House.
In circular No. 49.
are
house
published
place,
ool
polling
Springs-SchUrioste;
Ricardo
Precinct No. 47, Hot
Scientific American.
of Jose L. Ramirez.
House.
JudsBlanca
23.
No.
Pena
Precinct,
Precinct No. 48, Trementlna House
Premier British Regiment.
oa peverlto Duran, Balerlo Ramirez,
.
of Hilario Gonzales..
The Grenadier Guards, in which the
house
Ca'nuto
Martinez; polling place,
Precinct No. 49, Agua Zarca School
Prince of Wales now holds a commis
of Balerlo Ramirez.
sion, Is the premier regiment of the
House.
26, Los Alamos Jud
No.
o
Precinct
Foot
House
Guards, though it is not, of
No.
50,
Guadalupe
precinct
es, Cruz Gallegos, Jose N. Gallegos, course, the oldest, an honor claimed
Tiburclo Ullbarrl..
Tn on Mnria
Abeytia: polling place, by the Coldstreama. The grenadiers.
Precinct No. 51, San Ignacio
however, have been in existence for
House of Pablo Fresquez.
over two centuries and a half,
just
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo Judges,
Precinct No. ,52, Las Colonias
having been formed as a bodyguard
Sanchez,
Lucas
Atencio.
Juan Antonio
for Charles II. The regiment has the
' House of Nasarlo Valencia.
while the
Precinct No. 53, Encinoaa School
king as its
dakp of Connaueht. U Itn colon 1.
(Continued on Page Seven)
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31,

TO AVOID

EXHAUSTION

Best For Kldneys-D- r. Says Doctor
J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
Car., says that in his 30 yenrs of ex:

Theory of Swiss Physiologist Seems te perience he has found no preparation
Fit Into the Common Sense
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
View of the Matter.
Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
Most of us believe we sleep because can buy for backache, rheumatism.
we are exhausted. But Doctor Clapa-rede- kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
Swiss physiologist, advanced a Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
new theory, which is to the effect that Adv.
we sleep to avoid being exhausted.
The theorV is that sleep, instead of
SAFE AND SANE IN CHICAGO
being the result of fatigue, Is an imDec. 31. Safe and sane is
which
the
Chicago,
body
pulsive
conducts In order to get rid of the the rule which Mayor Harrison plans
waste products bafore they have time to enforce tonight for ihe New Year's
to produce exha....ion.
revel. All nolsemakers are barred
Just as combustion of fuel for the from the streets, and the sale of liproduction ot heat and energy always
Is barred after 1 a. m. Five danis attended by ashes and slag, so the quor
slow combustion which produces heat ces will be run by the municipal govand energy in the body likewise is at ernment, to rival the usual rough and
tended by waste.
"Since the senses never voluntarily
come to rest or shut themselves off
from the outer world, a point eventually vould be reached when the
would perish as a victim of
general nerve exhaustion. In order to
hinder this nature arranges betimes, 1.
e.. before exhaustion can seriously injure the organism, to get In motion
that opposition current w term
ileep."
animal tends to
The
take its sleep at night, since the stimuli which govern the animal's vital activities are then cut off. For animals
endowed with other special senses, but
not with sight, the night is not so
great a factor. These can only blockade stimuli to the senses either by
creeping Into some secluded spot or
bv the action of nature in causing an
opportune production of a substance
fa Hnrt of hormone) which acts as an
obstacle by entering the nerve path
and deadening sensibility.

tumble affairs.' Mrs. Leonora a. Iv
der, superintendent of the department
of public welfare, will furnish extra
programs for the municipal dances, in-

cluding vaudeville
singers.

tr:

Cha'tanoosa Medicine Co.. Ladies'
Advisory Dept.. Chattaooog, Term., for St'cM
dook. noma
Irsi' mrifaji on your casa ana
rraatmanl (or Woman." in plala wrappar. N.C 1 SI
Wrfit

PRETTIEST DIVORCEE
WILL 1VED ONCE MORE
BLANCHE BERUS NOT DIS
MAYED BL FAILURE IN FIRST
VENTURE

MRS.

sight-endowe- d

HAD

NO

prettiest

New York," denied she is a divor
cee or was ever married. His forlde- however, stated to the newspaper men: "1 want it made clear
that I did not even know "Mr, Hanson
at tho time of my drvwee. I had hop
ed that this announcement might not
become public until after the wed
ding. I am only 23. The marriage
will take place on New Year's eve
at my father's home herd. I am go
ing to have a real wedding this time.
Yes, my former marriage was an
elopement, but this time everything
Is vastly different." Mr. Hanson has
presented me a beautiful home on
Vine street In Grand Rapids, as a wed
fling girt. We are to spend our
honeymoon at Palm Beach, where he
has a bungalow."
to-h- e,

Pains

In Back

and Hips

Are an Indication of kidney trouble
a warning to build up the weakened
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
blood of acids and poisons. Go to
your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold In your
town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
.
Drug Store
WHISKER CROP THREATENED
Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 13. From indica
tions today, Georgia will raise a record crop of whiskers during the com
ing year. An increased acreage is
threatened, the reverso of the cotton
crop theories. Red, black, gray and
white growths will protrude into the
Georgia breeze unless the barbers of
the state can bo induced to equip
themselves for business. The alarming
outlook Is occasioned by the failure of
the tonsorial artists to get registered
For In order to ply the shears and
razor in this state, it becomes neces
sary after today to take out a license.
Somebody thought it would be a good
scheme to enact a "better barber'
law. - It was passed, and now the mow
ers of facial lawns will be fined from
$10 to $50 if found operating without
a license. Up to date only 20 per
cent of the "barbers of the state have
gone after their licenses. In addition
to paying for his license, each appli
cant will have to demonstrate his abil
ty, beginning the new year.
Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occa
sion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
"They thoroughly cleased my system
and I felt like a new man light and
free. They are the best medicine I
have ever taken for constipation. They
keep the stomach sweet, liver active
bowels regular." o. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

You know croup is dangeronus. Ami
you ought to know too, the sense of

security that comes from having Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
house. It cuts the thick mucus and
clears away the phlegm, stops
cough and gives easy
breathing and quiet sleep. Every user Is a friend. O. G Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Subscribe for Tne optie.
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USE FOR COWARDS

New York, Dec. 31. Today Is the Soldiers cf th! Middle Ages Drastical
wedding day of New York's "prettiest
ly Punished Comrades WHO
Showed Whits Feather.
divorcee," Mrs. Blanche Velerte Wolff
unless
her
Berus, who,
plans go awry,
Punishment for cowardice In t!i
will become the bride of Matthew
German atmy at the time of the Thir
Mrs.
Hanson of Grand Rapids, Mich.
ty Years' war was so severe as to be
Berus made the announcement sever ferocious. In the year 1G42 the Bwea- al weeks ago, and selected the Rev. ish General Torstensaou stormed Leip
Dr. Elsman
the ceremony. zig. A force under the command o!
She has chosen for her attendants the Grand Luke Leopold gave him
her sister, Miss Hortense Wolff, her battle before the gates of tne city, butthe engagement the Madloncousin, Miss Emily Wolff, Miss Hulda rlurln
became suddenir panic- Ische
reglm6at
V.
Hanson and Mrs. R.
Scheyer. The
and fled.
stricken,
hest man ia to be J. A. S'heyer of
Punishment immediately followed.
Chicago.
When the regiment had again assemThe announcement of the wedding bled, six other regiments surrounded
in th
plans brought forth varying stories of It, and tried it by court-martithe newest love affair of the "pret- open field. The verdict was that the
tiest divorcee." Mr. Hanson, although colonel and the captains Bhould die by
and that every tentn man
admitting she was "the
girl the sword,
in

and professional

Checks Croup Instantly

,

Ready. Kv. " I was not able to do
anything for nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Kratcner, or mis place, "and
was down in bed for three months.
1 cannot
tell you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told mv husband he
could not do me any good, and he had
to cive it ud. We tried another doctor.
but he did not help me.
At last, my mother advised me to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. 1 thought
it was no use for 1 was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to ao me any good, but
1 took eleven bottles, and now 1 am able
to do all of my work and my own
wastung.
I think Cardui Is the best medicine in
the world. My weight has increased.
and I look the picture of health. "
If vou suffer from anv of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
We " ow
today. Delay is dangerous.
it will help you, for it has helped so
many thousands of other weak women
in ine past du years.
At all druggists.

THREi

p!p?TS'-H...(1,,1-n--

among the noncommissioned officers
and men should be hanged.
The stern verdict was carried out
to the letter, except that at the re
quest of Leopold the men were shot
instead of hangj; uoi. ueorse
was belated, after he had
vain for a pardon. The sur
in
sought
vivors were consigned to quarters wua
other commands, and the regiment
never regained its . name or former
prestige In those days, there was no
alternative but to be brave. Cowardice meant either death or everlasting disgrace. Youth's Companion.

Sosid for :Cofcfcrjro

maa-lonisch- e

Disgusted Dog.
In a certain house there was a rery
fine baby and also a very fine dog.
Thflv were much attached to each oth- sr, and the only thing that marred
their pleasure was baby's dally bath.
Durinsr this proceeding baby always
howled himself black and blue, and
the dog, out of sympathy, crouched in
moaned. After a
t.h a comsr and
month or two of this dally anguish the
doe devised a scheme to stop it. une
dav. while baby was howling as usual,
the dog came marching into the room
carrying a rattle In his mouth, anat
standing by the tub, shook his head
and the rattle vigorously. Baby actually stopped crying a minute to see
what this unusual proceeding meant,
hut then beean aeain with extra pow
er. The dog dropped the rattle with
a disgusted air, and after that aay,
alway managed to be out of the house
during the baby's bath.

Meriden
Connecticut

New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

RETAIL PRICES
More, each dllvery.. ............ ..20c

pounds or
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery...,.,...
200 pounds to 1,000 poundseach delivery.........
50 oounds to 200 pound, aich delivery..,.,.....
Lest than 50 pounds, each delivery........

2,000

25c
30c
40c
50c

ptr
per
per
per
per

1DO

100
100
100
100

lbs.
lbs.
lbs,
lbs,
lbs.

f

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

3

Spanish Royal Bodyguard.
The Spanish royal family hat an
and historic bodyguard to pre
vent such Intrusions as that which
aas occurred at Buckingham palace at
For centuries the Monteros,
who must be natives of the town of
ffsninnsa and have served with honor
Id the army, have had the exclusive
privilege of guarding the royal palaces by night. In their historic
unrt enrlne felt shoes they take
their
posts at midnight outside the
up
rooms of the king, queen ana omei
while detachments patrol
the halls and corridors all night long.
They ipeak no word, acknowledging
each other's presence by sign a&d
jountersign. In the morning they dl
ppear as silently, giving place to- the
rdlnary sentries and attendants.-

'
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How to Feed Boy After School.
The Woman's Home Companion has
called ."The Exchange"
a. department
--a department full of helpful Ideas
contributed by readers for the benefit
of others. A Massachusetts woman
makes the following suggestion:
"A friend of mine, who has three
hungry boys of different ages who
come home from school clamoring for
'something to eat,' has devised this
scheme to keep them out of the pantry: ..She has three boxes plainly lettered with their names, and after
luncheon she fills each with whatever
Ts best for that particular boy."
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Many a house has
been burglarized during
the brief time the policeman was at the
other end of his beat.
Houses provided with
electric light - protect
themselves.
Let o wire your koase for
electric light Mid give y ou tbo
best burglar insurance obtainable at any price. Our anrire
L f
u youra nt minimum
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present "Sunny Jim" in" three
reels of pictures, both afternootTarid
night. The Mutual will feature a
two-ree- l
drama, "Eric, the Red's Woo
a comedy reel. In the even
and'
ing,"
ing the Browne will show another In'
stallment of "The Trey o' Hearts."
! .
The Prize Fight
At 8 o'clock at the armory one of
the big sporting events of the day
will occur, when Young Duran of Las
Vegas meets Benny Chaves of Trinimill. This affair
dad iu a
has been looked forward to for a long
time. Both boys have worked hard,
and are. sure of putting up a good
bout. A .large crowd has signified
its intention of being present.
And then New Year's day wijjl be
over, and Las Vegas will settle back
Into the routine of another year. The
new year of 1915 will have been fairly
launched, after a joyous beginning.
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Germany.
newspapers go

PRIZES
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May 73

Corn,

;

Julyi

74.

Oats, Dec.
May 53.
Pork, Jan. $18.62; May $19.27.
Lard, Jan. $10.50; May $10.70.
Ribs, Jan. $10.15; May $10.55.

49;

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 31j The close of

today's stagnant session also marked
the conclusion of the dullest year in
the local stock mark since 1878..
Closing sale? were as follows:
51
Amalgamated Copper

London

d

la

weakened corn.' Opening prices, which
varied front a1 shade off to
ent up,
were followed by a downturn that carcent or
ried the market generally
more below the previous close. The
cent above
close was nervous
to
;
last night.
Oats took the same course as corn.
Higher quotations for hog3 tended
to lift provisions. The closing quotations for the day were:
Wheat, May 1.29; July 1.18

...........

MORE CODE
Dec. 3f. The

London,
Times has stopped the insertion of
code r puzzle advertisements In its
want-acolunins.
The reason, it is
said, is, fear that the columns were
being employed for the purpose, of
communicating messages to the ehe-m.

Atchison . . . . , .
China Copper
Northern Pacific
Reading .
Southern Pacific
VM.UU

X

.. . .

.

... .... ...

being censored, but all private mall
matter la subjected to careful soruti-ny- .

99
82

.......... ...

W.U

Rains Interfering
with the Argentine harvest gave a little firmness to the wneat market todays but the effect wore off. After
to
cent higher, prices
opening
underwent a sag that for the moat
part wentj well under last night's level.
The close was unsettled at
to 1
cent net advance.
Absence of any urgent,,- ,4emand
Chicago, Dec. 31.

n

p

43
104

LIVE STOCK

CITY

Kansas City, Dec. 31. 4Iogs, receipts
Bulk $7.10
7,000. Market higher.
7.23; heavy $7.207.30; pigs $6.25

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

fT3

KANSAS

93
33

..143

AH
the London United States Steel
to Germany without Untted States Steel, pfd....

SECURE

FINE LIST OF

6.75.

Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $910; western
steers $7 9; calves $610.
Sheep, receipts 5,500. Market steady.
Lamba $8.258.70; yearlings $6.50p
7.60.
,
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Flowers and Plants

Without any

Everything Appropriele

for the

.

and with an assurance of
great appreciation to all
our customers for their
part in making our business the success it is we
wish you all a most prosperous ando

PERRY ONION, Prop.
iff Felipe Lopez. Valdez, it Is charg
ed, entered Harper's place near Upper Town on Christmas Eve, break
ing the lock on the door to gain ad-

mission. He stole a saddle and some
other riding material that was In the
placef JtF is alleged. Harper immediately offered a reward of 5 for the
return of the saddle. Valdez turned
up yesterday with the missing saddle
to claim-- the reward. He was unable
to give a lucid account of how 1 obtained the saddle, it is said.
Candido Valdez is the brother of
Tomaa Valdez, who has served several terms in the state penitentiary.

.t-

'

'

.

WAR
war arena that the situation in east
Prussia and Poland, to the north of
the Vistula river, remains unchanged.
"East of the Bzura river the battles continue. In the Rawaka! district
our offensive has made progress. On
the eastern bank of the Pilica the
situation remains unchanged."

Austrian Port Assaulted
)
Copenhagen, Dec. 31 (via London).
Fidel Delgado left today for his
A private dispatch received here
home in Belen. Mr. Delgado is the
brother of Lorenzo Delgado, the cler. from Berlin says that over 30 French
and British warships are at present
of the county of San Miguel.
Mrs. II. M. Northrup and her two engaged in bombarding Pola. (ho Auschildren will arrive in Las Vegas on trian naval base on the Adriatic, and
train No. 1 tomorrow from Shoema- also the seaport of Rouigno, about 15
ker. Mrs. Northrup 13 a teacher at miles away..
.
Shoemaker.
Germans Win Victory
David
J.
Leahy, C. A. Spiess
Judge
Amsterdam, Dec. 31 (via London).
and "Bill" Harper, the hunting party
that went to La Cueva a. few days What is declared as an unofficial
but which, nevertheless, was
ago, returned to town last night after telegram,
'
'
issued
- '
by the German army
today
vh
a successful trip?
received here.
George Pritchard left today for headquarters, has been
stureads:
It
Ames, Iowa. Mr. Fritchard is a
"Our troops in Poland a're pursudent in Ames University. He has
been spending the Christmas vacation ing the enemy. After the battles of
Lodz and Towlcz we took more than
here with his parents.
cannofrand
Dr. Tannus returned last night to 67,000 prisoners and many
machine
guns.
Santa Fe after performing several operations in this city. Dr. Tannus is "The entire booty since the begina specialist in troubles connected ning of our offensive in Poland 'November totals 136,600 prisoners, more
with the eye, ear ana nose.
Mrs. Gregorio Gutierrez and Mrs. than 100 cannon and over 30 machine
Jose C. Rolando arrived in Las Ve- guns.
gas last night from Bisbee, Ariz.,
where they have been visiting relaFighting in Trenches
Mount Saint Eloi, Department of
tives for the past two months.
Mrs. J. B. Harris and her three chil- Pais de Calais, France, Dec 30 (Dedren arrived in Las Vegas last night layed in transmission). German arfrom Kansas City, Mo. Mrs. Harris tillery today again bombarded at long
church and
is. the wife of J. B. Harris, a linotype range the double-towereoperator in The Optlo office. The the fifteenth century abbey here, but
family has taken the house at No. 920 without doing great damage. Night
attacks have become the sole method
Fifth street, and moved in today.
Mr. of making an advance in this underan
Mrs. Frederick Kruse
Frederick McFarlane arrivedJn Las ground war, as all attempts to assault
Vegas this afternoon for a short" visit. the positBEfTia the daytime fail beMr. and Mrs. David Hazels return- fore the terrific rifle and machine
ed to Las Vegas on train No. 1 today gun fire.
after an absence of some time. The
Hazels have been visiting friends in
Illinois. ',
,
J. ,Sulljvan, a businesB man from Den
ton! Tex., left today for Nogales, Ariz.
Mr.?Sullivan has been spending a few!
days here on business.
Mrs. R. Studebaker returned to Las
Vegas today from Springer, where
f
che spent Christmas
'
Miss Helen Kelly arrived in Las Vegas on train No. 10 this afternoon.
Miss Kelly has been spending a few
days in Santa Fev
Cj E. .Riehl, Al 'Riehl and George
S. Pinney arrived in town today from
Albuquerque. They are the members
of the orchestra that will furnish music at the Castaneda hotel banquet
and1 danoe tonight..
N. V. B. Benson came in today from
Denver to attend to soma persona,
fairs.
j
d
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INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS!
When night falls the artillery usu
ally oea'ses fire and all bucomes mo
mentarily silent.' Then begins the
task of relieving the men in the dugouts. Companies and battalions which
are able to take a turni on the firing
line warily approach the serpentine
parallels leading to the advanced

,The first' 'blatoon

advances and
makes its way through the high sunken path to a trench out of which the
soldiers, who have been there for several hours, make an exit covered with
mud from head to foot
Ambulance men follow them out of
the ditches, with the wounded borne
on their shoulders, as stretchers are
unable to pass through the narrow
parallels,
Shortly after the operation of . relief has been completed the occupants
of the trenches, who have been refreshed by a rest in the rear, start a
movement. A scouting party, generally composed of five or six voluteers,
leaves the trenches to reconnoiter.
Each man is armed with a revolver
and a rifle, a bayonet and a pair of
shears. Creeping flat, they proceed
in a direct ine towards the German
trenches, their movements being as
slow and as silent as possible, because
the slightest noise-- . brings forth a fus'
illade of bullets.
Make Their Wills "
The men make their wills and hand
them to their comrades before starting on the exploit, as it is likely that
some of the soldiers will never return.
Scouts often succeed in evading the
German) sentinels and cut the wire entanglements in front of the German
trenches, thus preparing the way for
a general attack before dawn. These
who return to the allies trenches
make a report of the result of their
operations. Then a whispered command passes along and a company
clambers out and makes its way
crouchlngly in an advance. If the
company reaches the vicinity of the
German position without discovery
and before the opposing machine 'guns
can be brought into play, the men leap
into and capture the trench at the
point of the bayonet.
j au
vCare of Prisoners
'""Wa5B. prisoners axe taken by the
French they are grouped under a
guard at one end of the trench, while
'
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J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

Happy

.

J. T. Donaldson came in last night
from French for a short stay.
R. F. Weibuo cama r)n last night
from Denver for a short stay,
E. Sv Aird of Ratonwas in Las Vegas toay to attend to some personal
affairs.
A. J. Thuli, a mercnant from Wat-rouwas in Las Vegas today on
business.
J. P. Caldwell, a livery stable proprietor of Springer, was in Las Vegas
today jpn business.
Mr. and Mrs. ManuejUiake and Mrs.
Pilar Abeytia left last night for Denver for a short visit.
J. T. Egger and Bennett Egger,
ranchers from the vicinity of Watrous,
were in town today for a brief visit.
C. C. Lewis and William, Griggs
came in last night from Wagon, Mound.
Mr. Lewis is an automobile,,, livery
man.
Mrs. Gephardt and Mrs. Grant arrived yesterday from Raton for a
short visit with Mrs. J. H. Becker of
this city.
J. A. Conley, the master mechanic
t the Raton roundhouse of the Santa
Fe railroad, was in town today for a
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half of the attacking forces, With
tools, hurriedly builds up an
earthen shelter at the rear of the captured trench and consolidates the position against a possible counter attack. The other half of the force
opens fire on the Germans in the next
line of trenches. A gain of sometimes 100 yards is made in this way
during the night.
Young soldiers going for the first
time into the trencher declare that
the work is extremely enervating, but
they soon become accustomed to their
duties. Their excitement when leaving the trenches to attack the Germans soon resolves itself, they say,
into a peculiar calmness. Each soldier, when he sees his opponents, appears: to select the man who apparently is making directly for him, with
a weapon. He takes steady aim with
his rifle and if he misses he dashes
forward and engages his men In per'
sonal combat.

BOTH BOXERS ARE

longed debate began. :
By a vote of 47 to .12 the senate to

either, in the first round. Both
hard in the second. ' "in the
third Pierson's mouth was bleedini?
after a mix-uat close quarters. In
this round Pierson was boring in,
Torres' steamy drives falling to Btop
his rushes. In this round some spectators thought they stayed in clinches
too long and cries of "Break "em!
were heard.
Torres had the fourth, fifth and
sixth. The fourth was a slugging bee.
Both hit hard in the fifth but Torres
oftener. In the sixth Torres dinned
Pierson on the chin and Charley held
it immovable while the Albuquerque
welterweight smashed him again.
Pierson's nose was bleeding, Pierson
caught Torres with a stiff left upper-cu- t
as the bell rang.
Pierson showed better in the eighth.
He waited in his corner until Torrea
came across the ring. This round was
another slugging match. Torres took
Beveral solid Jars to the body without
any outward Indication that they hurt.
In the ninth so fierce was the encounter that they kept on after the
gong. Timekeeper Charley Clay pulled the cord twice and then Referee
Wlnspr had to pull them apart. The
pace had not told on either boy up
to this time to a marked degree.
thanks to their conscientious training.
were-workin-

day refused.to strike from the immigration bill the literacy test for ad
mission of aliens. !
Africans Excluded
ine Reed amendment was over
whelmingly defeated, 47 to 9. Sena
tor Reed then moved to amend tbe
bill to exclude aU members of the
African race. African exclusion was
DURAN AND CHAVES HAVE THEIR carried 92 to 25. Senator Ree then
offered an amendment to exclude "all
FINAL WORKOUTS YESTERTurks and East Indians." It was de
DAY AFTERNOON
feated by a vote of 43 to 10.
Yesterday Young Duran and J3enny
COTTON RATES INCREASE
Chaves had their final workouts in
Galveston Texas, Dec. 31. Increase
preparation for their
scrap
tomorrow night Both fighters were In ocean freight rates- for cotton from
watched b? large crowds, who seemed Galveston to European ports since the
interested to krow how each would outbreak pit the; war grange from 55
"stack up" against the other. Duran, cental jto' ,'?2.5 1 jjwj!? hundred pounds.
in pai ticular, was closely watched to Beforer the" war' "rates to Liverpool,
see if he stood a good chance againBt Havre and Bremen were approximatethe
Trinidad boy. In his Bhadow box ly 45 cents per hundred; to BarceINDEPENDENCE'-- A
65 cents, and to Goth
ing and rope work he snowed conslder-ab- l lona and Genoa"
blasa, ';' He look? able to make enburg and other Scandinavian points
Chaves work hard to stick 10 rounds. 50 to 65 cents. Present quotations to
Duran haa a reputation of being a these ports are: Liverpool, $1 per hun
v
fety" game ttehWf r There ia no dred pounds; H&vfe, $1.20 to $1.25;
doubt that he will". take all the pun Bremen, 3 to $3.23; Gothenberg,
Genoa, $1.25.
ishment coming to him and still come $2.50; Barcelona
to the war
For
many
previous
years
up smiling. He' will put up a good
scrap tomorrow. Trainer Doll says the highest ocean" rate tor cotton to
any European port was 60 to 65 cents
he is tit.
(Continued From Page One.)
FIGHT FOR PAY
Chaves has the reputation of being per, hundred pounds and rates as low
Havre, France, Dec. 31 (via Paris).
bled waters," were; in favor of imme- one of the ' classiest fighters in this as 30"to 35 cents were recorded.
The municipal council of Havre to
diate independence, meaning an in- - section of the country. As a bantam- Average rates- - have ranged from 40
4&'
tonto
adopted that all Frenchmen who
day
of
neutral
cents.' Scarcity
depesdence for them to hold office weight he was considered by many
have not joined the colors be taxed.
:as
reason
the
for
the
is
nage'
with the United States navy lying W
given
the Rocky mountain champion.
Bremen. That It is suggested that the proceeds b
the harbor to prevent international His. entrance Into lightweight circles present high rates-tLiverpooV-Havrerates
to
Barcelona used for the benefit of the wounded
added
He
the
that
complications.
hstfsj ibeen a recent
event, yet it is
vocal" sentiment of the Islands was thought that he can still give a good and Genoa are much lower than those and also for the widows and orphans
in favor of independence, but the account of himself. He will have the to Bremen Is due to the ability of of the victims of the war.
predominating real sentiment was op- weight of experience and ring gener shippers to obtain British ships.
Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
posed to it. The witness declared that alship back of him. Me has trained
'
"
and Tar.
i
fear of vengeance prevented many hard for this bout and is confident of
A." Efird, Conejo, calif. because
V.
from uttering their true views.
his
to
to
add
long
scoring a knockout
"it produces the best results, always
Mr. Worcester waa asked for his record.
severe colds, sore chest and
cures
Inde
would
if
of
what
happen
opinion
The men will be evenly matched
lungs and does not contain opiates
pendence in the next three or four from a point of view of weight
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tay-lo- r,
years were granted.
Chaves claims that he will enter the
Luthervllle, Ga. because "I be
"Quarrels for office would spring ing weighing 125 pounds. The Las
to be an honest medicine and
lieve
up in the first instance,"; he replied. VegaB boy will enter the scrap weigh5V. L. Cook,"
it satisfies my patronB."
"The elections would soon become ing 130 pounds, accpjfdig. to,, state"it
Neihart,' Mont because
gives the
farces, Shortly the. feeling between ment of his manager. The five pounds
best results for coughs and colds of
the different factions would result In difference in weight will he negligible.
bloodshed and annrchy. Not very
anything I sell." Every user is a
The tickets are out and are going
KANSAS
OUTFOUGHT
friend. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
CITIAN,
.,,;;
there
would be agres- quickly. The prices are $1, $1.50 and
long afterward
WHO FAILED TO PUT OVER
sion against foreigners, growing out $2, the latter being tor ringside seats.
Drug Store Adv.
of the disorder, and that aggression
j. HAYMAKER
The scrap will be a good' one,
would be made a pretext by some for- whichever way the decision goes. It
eign power for seizing the islands." Is not likely that there will be a
Albuquerque, N. M.; Dec. 31. Jack
The fight is being pro- Torres won the decision over Charley
knockout
THE-DEL- U
ACCUSED OF MURDER
o
moted by E J. Guerin of the Pastime Pierson last night at the Cactus
Trinidad, Colo.,, Deo. 31.- Aires ed pool hall on the West side.
club after ten rounds. Pierson
at Hanna, Wyoming, last Tuesday on
took all Torres had, trying to1 get in
grand jury indictments charging them
close to offset Torres' advantage in
White Enamel Canopy, Sliding
with murder and arson on several LITERARY TEST KEPT
reach. Several times lie succeeded,
Nickeloid Top, Solid Oak Front,
counts, John and Gus Weinberg, for
hammring his opponents with
Wall Bdard Back, EquipHeavy
mer, strike leaders at the Ludlow tent
Wallops- when he did,
ACT
IMiUlGSATION
Removable Flour SifW
with
ped
last
to
this
brought
colony,,, were,
city
'
but the greater part of the time Tor
Patented
er
and
Sanitary Round
nigb and Jodgedin the county Jail by
res held him at arm's length and
' ,
: V-1-'
:
Bin.
Sugar
sene
ne
unaersnerui
vyeinMartin,
MAKES THE MEAS- - whipped left' and right to the face
THE
SENATE
ho jaresaid to have left the
' " ....
Bergs,
hard and "fast
UR EEXPLICIT, EXCLUDING
!
district, shortly after the Ludlow bat
tenth1 was A hurricane Of action,
.The
THE BLACKS
tles last April, have been .working in
Pierson started by plodding straight
Sl.COa Week Will Do
the , mlne3i;:at , Hanna.,.".' Indictments
into Torres, heedless of the rain of
1
xrT
were
them
Las
the
against
reported by
Washington, Dec. 3L The senate snappy punches. This soon began to
i 1
Animas county grand jury on August today defeated, 34 to 26, an amend tell on Pierson and he lost Just a littlr
29 of this year.
..
ment to the literacy test in the im- speed. It was just that extra bit, how
migration bill which would have en ever, that had enabled him to duck
DONOVAN WILL MANAGE
larged the classes excepted by adding under Torres' blows before then. Tor
'
New York, Dec. 31. President B. those subjected to "political and ra res
kept Just in range and pounded
B. Johnson announced this afternoon cial"
persecutions to those subjected Pierson's face," inflicting what must
that Colonel Jacob Ruppert and Cap to "religious" persecutions.
have been terrific" punishment, but
tain T.' L Huston haa formally pur
A modified amendment, which would without drawing a sign of sufferin
chased the New York American not .Tequire political, racial or reli from his
opponent; '
league baseball club. The terms were gious persecution, of. .immigrants to
Referee Fred Winsor had no alter
not announced. "Wild Bill" 'Donovan be evidenced by t discriminating laws native to
raising Torres' glove. This
is to" be the new manager of the club. of their countries, or
by overt acts he did. The decision was popular
was defeated, as was also an amend with the crowd that filled the gymna
NEW YORK QUARANTINED
ment by Senator O'Gorman to exempt sium.
.
Washington, Deo. 81. New York from' the literacy teat Immigrants who
Until the third matters stood fairly g mmm sfiic m
hkhsjb m& fern
City and New York county were quar- cama in on the plea of "political or even. After
fettling each other out
V f tnt
t rm ?
antined today by department of agrl religious'' persecution only.
at the start they stepped up close and
I
culture because of the foot and mouth
Senator Martine tnen moved to exchanged '" wallops for several sec THE
iifcase in cattle,
;
strike out the literacy test, anct a pro- - cn.s but 'without" apparent damage to
U V 2 Y.
p
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STOLEN SADDLE

Only $2S.09?

.

The new machinery we have just installed enable us to produce ai
perfect collar.
This Is the method we employ to launder your collars. We dampen
the edge so that it folds easily and then mould, it in a steam chest
so that it has a round, smooth edge and ample space between the
outer and inner edges to permit the tie to slip through.
This saves wear and tear on your collars and gives your linen
that set and finish which is desired and admired. Phono us to call for
your next bundle.
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CANDIDO VALDEZ IS ARRESTED
OF BURGLAR- - t
. ON A CHARGE
IZING A HOUSE
A complaint was sworn out today
against Candido Valdez of Upper Las
Vegaa on a charge of breaking into

and committing burglary in the ranch
house of William Harper. He was
this afternoon by Under Sher
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cheap. The Optic covers Las Vegas like a blan
ket, guaranteeing that everybody will see your ad.
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H6e Trey O'Heecrts

A Novelized Version oil the Motion Picture Drama of the Same Name

'I initiiiitfiriproduced
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By LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
f,
Author of "The Fortune Hunter," "The Brass Bowl," "The
Black Bag," etc.
,
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Illustrated with Photographs from the Picture Production. H
Copyright,

Louis Joseph Vance
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CHAPTER XXIf.
The House Divided.
Atone In that strange place of

si-

lence and shadows that den ot the
devil's livery, crimson and black
chained to the Invalid chair wherein,
4ay in, day out, for years on end, lie
'
?ad suffered the Promethean torments
f the life that would not die out ol
Jiia wretched, wrecked carcass, though
without ceasing eharp-beakeenvy,
"tiatred, malice and all uncharitable-nespecked insatiably at his v I lain:
Seneca Trine sat waiting, witU the Impassivity of a graven figure waiting
on the Imminent hour ot ultimate
svengeraont for the wrong that had
ifnade him what he was.
"Another hour! . . . In sixty
minutes more they will be here, Judith
;nd Marrophat fend Rose poor fool!
and him! .' , . In sixty minutes
ore they will put him down before
we. bound and helpless, it not dead
s

A slight pause prefaced words that

:

were a whimpered prayer: "God send
&at he be not dead! Have I lingered

7-

I

(

-

z

JJ

then at last I too

die!

may

There was a long sileii!, then a
groan of exasperated protest: "Why
do they not come? Why does Juditl
delay, when she knows how I suffer;
Why have I been put off from day tc
day with her telegrams that beggeo
for more time and promised everythingbut told nothing! until yester
day. . . . Where are those inee
sages she sent me yesterday?"
His one sound hand groped out 1IV
a claw and sought a mass of papc
on the desk beside him, sorting o
from among them two yellow torn
Painfully he blinked over these a
slowly his pain-ben- t
Hps eoaned tilt
wording;
" 'Alan and Rose 6ate with mo- -w
bring both home tomorrow night wit
out fail' " he read the first aloud; ai
then the Becond: "'Have motorci
waiting for me tomorrow morniti
from three o'clock till called for Ne
Bedford waterfront Judith.' "
"No!" he affirmed with the fervc
of one persuaded by his own dBires
"I must not doubt the girl! She ha
promised, she has performed:
So still was he, indeed that h
seemed to sleep, but so deceptive wa
that semblance that he was alert fo)
the least sound. The girl entered soft
ly, as if fearful of disturbing his clumbers; but she found him with head
erect and eyes
"Judith!" he cried, his great voice
vibrating like a brazen bell. "At lust!
Where is he? You have brought him?
Where is he?"
.iWIth no more answer than a sigh,
the girl drooped her head anJ let her
hands hang limply with palms ex

posed.,

.After ar. instant of incredulous dis.
appointment the man shot a single,
frigid question at her:
"You have failed?"
'"I' have failed," she confessed.
'

slightly. "Who knows
why,pne falls? I did my best: he was
too , much for me, outwitted me at
jeyery turn. Time and again I thought
I, bad him, but always he escaped,
either by his own wit and courage or
with another's aid. Only yesterday
night they were all three In the hollow of my hands but now I bring you
only Rose."
She faltered, awed by the glare of
his infuriated eyes. "Let me explain,"
she begged.
He snapped her short: "Yob cannot
explain. The thing is Impossible, that
you should have failed. There Is some?

--

I
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r

.
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.
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Turned on Her Passionately.

anguish all
'arethein fulfillment

these weary years
far
of my revenge only
o be cheated at tl end by Death?
God grant that Alan Jaw nsay be laid
iown still living here sit my feet!
.

-

i

.

Then

.

.

.

i 1' ter smile twisted his tortured
d rts: "Then shall my will he done
v' And then, when I have sien
t
father died thn Ah,
as

Almost instantly a servant glided
noiselessly into the room.
daughter Rosehave her
"My
fought here to me at once!"
In another moment the replica of
his daughter Judith was ushered into
his presence.
TTpon this one he loosed the lightnings of his wrath without ruth.
Rose suffered him in silence. His
most galling recrimination educed no
retort from this one. ,
In a lull in Trlne's tirade, Judith
chose to interject:
"Don't be so hard
on the silly fool: she's not responsible;
She's sick with lov for that good looking simpleton!"
"And you!" Rose turned on her

passionately "what about you? If I
love Alan Law, at least I love him
openly. I am not ashamed to own it
and I don't pursue him, as you do, pretending I mean to sacrifice him to a
wicked family feud, and then spar
him every time I meet him, to lei
him to believe I haven't the heart
Injure him as you do, hoping so
work upon his sympathies and eai
a kindly word and a pat on the het
from his hand!"
Fiercely she leveled a denunciator
rm at her sister. "There!" she crk
) her father
"If you need to know-ier-a
stands the daughter who hi
3trayed your faith as I have no
ho have never even pretended t
pprove your villainy!"
"I think," Trine announced in
olee of ice "I have learned no1
'hat I needed to know."
His fingers sought, the row of bu
ons; and when a servant respondeo
le Inquired:
"Mr. Marrophat has returned?"
"He Is In the waiting room, sir."
"Conduct Miss Judith to him and
ell him I hold him personally respon
Mble for her
He will
understand."
And for a long time thereafter the
father, alone with the daughter who
had been estranged from him since
birth by every instinct of her nature,
essayed in vain to break down her
mutinous silence.
At last Trine summoned two of his
creatures and had her led weeping
from the rooms to be held prisoner In
her bedchamber on the topmost floor
of the house.
safe-keepin-

CHAPTER

XXIII.

A Sporting Offer.
Some two hours later, that same
evening, Mr. Alan Law, very much
alive and, in spite of a complete new
outfit of ready-madclothing, looking
much more like himself than he had
in a fortnight. Issued forth from the
Grand Central station, hailed a taxi-caand had himself conveyed to the
Hotel Monolith. '
But If he looked his proper self once
more, it spoedily was demonstrated
e

that his wish was otherwise: for after
of the
learning from the room-clerMonolith that a suite was being held
in the name of Arthur Lawrence, that
was the name Mr. Law inscribed on
the register.
On the other hand, it was his true
name that he gave to the person whom
called upon the telephone imaiedi- ately after being shown to his rooms.
But then he was speaking to his old
thing baneath this, something you friend and man of business,
Mr. Digby.
will not tell me."
Within another ten minutes this last
She endeavored to speak, but he en- was In conference with
his employer:
forced silence with a sonoroua "No!"
"I think you must be out of your
His hand sought iOe row of buttons heart."
he Insisted nervously, once
on th: d'ik and pressed one long.
k

their first greetings were over. "You
might just as sensibly throw yourself
from the top of the Metropolitan tower
as come to New York while Trine lives
and knows you're this side the water."
"Nonsense!" Alan laughed. "Remember this Is New York not the backwoods of Maine!"
Alan paused and smote his palm
with a remorseful fist. "By the Eternal, I'm forgetting Barcus!"
"Barcus?"
"Chap whose boat I chartered In
Portland sheer luck on my part: he's
one of the salt of the arth.
First,
something must be done for the boy.
You've got Influence of some sort In
New Bedford, surely?"
Digby reflected: "Some. There's
George Blaine, Justice of the peace"
"The very man. Telegraph him In
Barcus' interests immediately. And
"elegraph Barcus as well send him
hundred for expenses, and tell him
j Join me here In New York as quick
a he can!"
"Your friend's address?" Digby
mildly ironic as he sat down
t the desk and fumbled with
the sup
'
ly of stationery.
"New Bedford jail, of course!" Alar
huckled but cut his laugh in two a
jmething fluttered from the pack of
ivelopes which Digby had disturbed
ad fell to the floor between the tw(
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phone Main 351.
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SENSATIONAL
OCCURRENCE
IN
LONG ISLAND GETS AN AIRING IN COURT
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Foley's Honey

0

and Tar,
F. A. Bfird, Cone)o, Calif. because
it produces the best results, always
curea severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drug8. Dr- - John w. Tay
I
lor, Lutherville, Ga. because
,leve U t0 be an hone8t medicin and
lt satisfies my patrons." W. h. Cook.
Neihart, Mont. becanse "it gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
anything I sell." Every user Is s
friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cros
Drug Store Adv.

S6e OPTIC

TORE DOWN HOUSE

Providence, R. I., Dec.. 31. The sensational shooting up of bungalow raiders at Esmond, R. I., last week, In
which four men were shot, will be un
folded in court today, when Amos Col- Imson and his son, John Collinson
will be arraigned on the charge of
assault with intent to kill. The four
men are recovering from their wounds,
The bungalow shooting was the re
suit of a row over the ownership of
a 'bungalow.
At midnight one night
the Collinsons were aroused by noise
tn the uucompleted bungalow which
was built by agreement on their land
the Collinsons claim there were
noises which indicated someone was
destroying the bungalow. They also
claim that William Dickinson of
Providence called them names, and
ordered
the gang with him to conti
ten.
Face up, it grinned sardonic mock nue their work of tearing the building
ry of Alan's confidence: it was a tre: down. They claim they were defend
f hearts.
Ins themselves when they shot.
With an ashen face and a tremhllnj Theodore LaMonnthe is the most
ana, Dlghy stooped to pick tbi severely injured of the four victims.
amned thing up; but Alan was be
jrehand with him, and got his fingers
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
rst upon the card, j
Probate Court, San Miguel County
"Now will you beileve?" Digby de
New Mexico.
aanded huskily.
"In what? A simple coincidence?" In the matter of the estate of George
W. Griggs, deceased.
Uan flouted. "Not 1 ! Who knows I'm
a New York or that the Arthur Law- To Whom It May Concern: Notice
ence for whom your agent engaged Is hereby given that the final
report
hese rooms was Alan Law. No, my of the administrator In the above enrlend: it's a bit too thick for me. Take titled estate has
been filed In said
oiy word for it, this is nothing more
aor less than a souvenir of a poker-part- y court, and that Monday the 1st day
held by yesterday's tenant of of February, 1915, has been set by
the court for the hearing of objections
.
this suite."
"Perhaps perhaps!" Digby assent- to the same and the final settlement
ed, stroking tremulous lips. "But I'm of said estate.
afraid for you, my boy. Who knows
Dated this 24th day of December,
that Trine's spies were not watching 1914.
WILLIAM G. HAYDON,
my man when he made this reservaAdministrator.
tion? Who knows but that 'Arthur
too
was
Lawrence'
thia a disguise for
Gas in the stomach comes from food
Alan Lawt I tell you, I'm frightened
to the marrow of my old bones! Do which has fermented. Get rid of this
me this favor at least, my boy: now badly digested food as quickly as pos
that you've been warned, whether by sible if you would avoid a bilious ataccident or design we won't argue tack; HERBINE is the
remedy you
that do leave town go incognito to need. It cleanses and
strengthens the
some quiet place near by and wait
rtomach, liver and bowels, and re
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
on
(Continued
Page Seven)
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv
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this and Five Cents!

DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and
Co.,; Chicago, 111., writing your name
and address clearly. You will receive
in return a free trial package contain
ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. For sale in your town by
O. G. Schaefar and Red Corss Drug
Co. Adv.

WANTED

street
WANTED

Cook. Apply 1054 Seventh

December, A. D. 1914.
J. W. McGOVERN,

Executor.
Girl for general
Sixth street.

house

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
In the Probate Court, San Miguel
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of
J.
Osborne, Deceased.
No. 18
FOR SALE 7 registered
Durham
To Whom It May Concern: Notice
cows.
K.
Apply H.
Leonard, San Is
hereby given that the final report
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
of the Administrator in the above enFOR SALE Three old houses to be titled estate has been filed in said
Court, and the 1st day of February,

work.

911

For

t.

Ssxlo

removed from present lots. Must
be torn down or moved at once. Ap 1915, has been set by the Court for
the hearing of objections to the same
ply Investment and Agency Corpo
and the final settlement of said es603
Lincoln Ave.
ration,
tate.
Witness My Hand this 29th day ot
FOR SALE Two good milch cows.
December, A. D. 1914- C23 Railroad avenue.
FRANK ROY,
Administrator.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Five cents per line each insertion.
In the Probate Court, San Miguel
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two County, New Mexico.
lines. All advertisements charged In the Matter of the Estate of David
C. Welsh;, Deceased.
will be booked at space actually set
To Whom It May Concern: Notice
without regard to number of words,
is hereby given that the final report
Catt in advance preferred.
of the Executor In the above entitled
estate has been filed In said Courts
and the 1st day of February, 1915, has
been set by the Court for the hearing
WANTED Good girl for second work of objections to the same and the final
1029
Seventh settlement of said estate.
Apply Saturday.
Witness My Hand this 29th day of
Btreet.

LOST

WA

homesteads; advance information; counties San Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M,
Bond,. 14 Eye St., N. K.'TVashingtoa,
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Small black purse containing
calling carda and large sum of
money, between Plaza Trust and
Savings bank and Hoffman &
Return to Red Cross Drug
Store and receive liberal reward.
Grau-barth'-

Lame back may come
In the
the back, or from disease.
former cases the right
work, cold settled

BALLARD'S

SNOW

from over
muscles ot
In the two
remedy Is

LINIMENT.

It

should be rubbed in thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will be
Price 25c,
LOST An overcoat between Optic prompt and satisfactory.
office and Plaza, old town. Return 50o and 11.00 per bottle. Sold by
to Optic and receive reward.
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much on the Job: no cnance here to
steal unseen Into the building.
This in Itself might have been
deemed a suspicious circumstance:
not for nothing does un honest night
watchman so deny the laws ol nature
and the tenets of his craft. But Alan
merely praised the man while cursing
the very fact of his existence; and. accosting, overcame with bank-not(Continued from Page Six)
what seemed an uncommonly stubborn
there for the sailing of the next trana reluctance, and got his way.
He could not know that another
tlantic steamer. Oh, surely you canl
dony me this one wish of my fond olc skulked behind a bRrrler of lime barrels and overheard all that passed and,
heart, my boy!"
With a gesture of unfeigned affec- when Alan had ducked smartly into
tion Alan dropped a hand on Digby't the unfinished building, rose and stole
after him with footsteps as noiseless
shoulder.
"There's nothing on earth I woulO as a cat's and a face that had the savnot do for you," he said: "you've beer agery of a tiger's when it was trana. father and a mother to me ever einct siently revealed In a shaft of moonI can remember, even if we were sepa light.
At length Alan gained the gridiron
rated, most of the time, by three thou
sand miles of salt water. But this of girders on a plane with the lighted
window across the way, and crept
thing I can't do it. even for you.
can't do it even for myself.
Rose along one of these, gingerly on his
Trine is here in New York, In the bands and knees, until he came to its
hands and at the mercy of her fathei end and might, if he cared to, look
and sister: and you may judge what down a hundred feet to the sidewalks.
That view, however, did not tempt;
their mercy will be when you learn
all that she has done for me. I wm't he kept his eyes level; and was rego and I can't go until I find her and warded with a bare glimpse of a
take her with me. And that is final."
wall, framed in the lace of
curtains.
"Then," Digby struck In, grasping
And of sudden whether tbrouph
wildly at a straw of hope, "I have youi
word you'll go, providing I find and re- fortuity, or instinct, or the psychostore Roee to you?"
logical attraction of his steadfast con"You have my word to that, unques- centration the tenant of the room
came to the window and stood thure
tionably.
Bring Rose to me, and I'll
shake
the
dust of New York for a little, looking pensively out, altogladly
from my shoes, and never return till gether unconscious of the watcher in
Trine is put away comfortably in his his aerial coign.
Again a horrible uncertainty hargrave."
"It shall be done," Digby promised. assed him. Was the woman Rose
or Judith? That she was one of these
"It must!"
he could plainly see. But which? Dared
"You believe that?"
"In twelve hours Rose shall be re- he assume his hopes fulfilled?
With difficulty he detached his
stored to you."
"Will you make a book on It? I'll hungry vision from her, and drawing
.bet you something happens and hope from his pocket a small notebook, tore
I lose Into the bargain. If you believe out a blank page, placed this flat on
you can carry out your promise, wire the girder, found a pencil, and with
ithe White Star line to reserve the the assistance of a ray or two of
best available suite on the Octanic, moonlight scrawled a message of almost stenographic brevity.
sailing tomorrow morning at ten
When he looked up from this task,
and make arrangements for a marshe
had vanished.
before
the
boat
sails."
riage
Sitting up, astride the girder, he
"I'll go .you," Digby agreed : "and if
I fail, I forfeit the cost of the reser- took his watch a cheap affair he had
picked up when reclothing himself in
vation. But about this marriage"
the garments of civilized society, at
He hesitated.
"You'll have to have a license in Providence, that mnrnlnsr nnened the
this etate and can't Ket one excent
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persistently to reach his knife-hanand possess himself of the weapon.
As persistently Alan foiled his purpose
toward him
by dragging the knife-hanand swinging It far out to one side. At
the same time he struck repeatedly
with hie clenched right fist at the oth
er's face. His blows did little dam
age beyond disconcerting the other;
but this proved a very considerable
factor In the duel. In the end, they
served together with that steady, re
sistless downward and outward drag,
to break the grip of the man's locked
d

d

legs.

Abruptly he pitched forward on his
face along the girder, kicking wildly,

grasping at the air. The stiletto tell
from an instinctively relaxed grasp,
and disappeared. And before Alan
could release his hold, or ease the
strain upon the right arm of the assassin, this last had slipped bodily
from the girder and hung helpless In
space, dangling at the end of Alan's
arm with no more than the grip of
five fingers between him and death.
The shock of that unpresaged turn
brought Alan forward and flat on his
stomach. And the strain on his left
arm was teninc. He doubted if he
could maintain it for another minute
Nor was there any reason why he
should retain it. The end he had designed for his victim was merely his
just desert.
And yet Alan could not let him go.
Thus the battle began anew but
now it was a battle with a man
and struggling so madly that
he
frustrated the efforts of
his rescuer.
In the upshot the assassin lay like a
limp rag across the girder, head and
arms dangling on one side, legs and
feet on the other, spent with his terrific exertions and physically Eick with
terror.
And in this state Alan left him: he
had done enough; let the man shift
for himself from this time on.
half-craze- d

well-nig-

h

CHAPTER

Changeling.

preparing against the unguessable moment when her rescue would be attempted, accoiding to the information
conveyed in that midnight message.
For chance had conspired with her
insomnia to station Judith in the recess of her darkened window, idly
viewing the gaunt framework of the
unfinished building from an angle
which, when Alan edged out along the
girder, showed him plainly in silhouette against the Bky.
" In Judith's eyes his, identity was unmistakable. She had hardly needed
the
which presently she
brought to bear upon him at the moment when he was laboriously inditing
his message while grim death stalked
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In the vague, chill gray of that dull
and desolate dawn, Judith stirred abruptly on the couch of a sleepless
night, and with the rapidity of one
who has arrived at a settled purpose
after a long period of doubt and perplexity, rose and bathed and dressed
herself in negligee.
In the adjoining room she could hear
small, stealthy noises the sounds
made by her sister moving about and

night-glasse-

i

s

him from behind.
She had seen him throw the watch
and had heard the double thump of its
'impact with the wall and floor Qf

: :

Rose's bedchamber.
And she had witnessed with wildly
beating heart that duel in the air-a- ble
to surmise its outcome only from
the fact that the victor spared the life
of the vanquished.
The clock was striking six as she
left her room: across the street
were streaming into the buildto begin the labors of the day.
ing
th Hotel Monolith.
Brushing unceremoniously jract
Dack of the case, and closed it upon
drowsy and indifferent guard in the
the folded message.
corridor outside the door to Rose's
Thed drawing back his arm, he room, Judith turned the
rebreathed a silent prayer to the god of mained in the lock on thekey that reoutside,
all true lovers, and cast it from him moved
entered, and locked the door
with all his might with such force behind it,
her.
that it almost unseated him at the end
Without any surprise she found her
of the swing. But nothing less would
have served to bridge that yawning Bister already dressed to the point of
donning her outer garments.
chasm.
Rendered
by this unexAnd the watch flew straight and
true, squarely through the lighted win- pected interruption, threatening as it
did the perilous scheme that Alan had
dow and to the further wall. . . .
At that very instant of his exultation proposed, Rose greeted her sister with
over an obstacle overcome, he heard a a countenance at once aghast and
sound behind him of heavy breathing. vrathtul.
"What do you want?" she demanded
The assassin had come that close
'
..t
tensely.
when
his
Alan
turned
and
upon
prey
"To come to an understanding with
discovered his peril.
Judith told her coolly.
The same . moonbeam ' which hnd you,"
"There is no understanding possible
aided Alan in the composition of his between us:
you know that as well as
message struck across the other's face, I."
and showed it like a hideous Chinese
"Yet one there must be."
mask of deadly hatred, with its eye"I insist that you leave this room a,t
balls glaring and its lips drawn back once!"
.i
from the naked blade gripped between
"Insist
all means and be
its teeth a stiletto nothing short of a damned! I bymay leave this room
and
foot in length.
I
not, dear little sister. But one
With a sharp, startled movement, of may
us will never leave It alive."
Alan swung himself bodily about, so
With a start of terror, Rose shrank
that, seated again aetride the girder, back from this strange, wild
thing
he faced the assassin who sat up, that wore the
very shape and semstraddling the girder, Lis feet hooked blance of herself.
beneath it a stiletto poised in his
"What do you mean? You cannot
right hand to strike.
mean to murder me in cold blood,
But even now Alan was in little or Judith?"
no better case than before. If he faced
"Not I!" Judith
the thug, he faced him with no arms "But, Bince It has laughed harshly.
to
pleased
his
than
bare
He
hands.
other
had not decree that we must both Destiny
love one
e
In his pockets.
even a
man let Destiny decide between us
With a low cry of desperation. Alan and bear the
blame of murder!"
snatched off his hat, a soft and shape"Judith!"
less felt affair, and flung it squarely in
"One moment!" Crossing to a side
the fellow's face.
table, Judith took up a glass from a
Before he could recover before, tray that held a silver
that is, It dropped away and cleared and returned with it to the table that
his vision, Alan had bent forward and occupied the middle of the floor. At the
grasped the wrist of the hand that same time she opened a hand till then
held the knife.
fast clenched and disclosed a small
He snatched simultaneously at the blue bottle with a red label
shrieking
other hand, but it eluded him.
the warning "POISON!"
Alan had this advantage, as long as
"Strychnine," she explained comthe knife might not strike that his posedly, "in solution." And emptied
right arm was free, while the assassin the bottle into the glass.
had. ouly Ms left;, WJth.thislie strove
A measure of courage returned to
,rg,i-'-
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Alan's Appearance at
by applying in person with your
There won't be time "
"Then we'll marry in Jersey!" Alan
insisted. "Dig up some clergyman over
there, if you don't know one your-- i
self "
"Oh, I'm well acquainted with the
ivery man!"
I

bride-to-be-
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Rose. ' Do ytiu
to be able to
mako me drink that?" she demanded
contemptuously.
"Not I but Destiny, if It will! See
here." From a pocket of her dressing-gowJudith produced a sealed deck of
playing cards. "Let these declare the
will of Destiny toward us. I will break
the seal, shuffle the cards, and deal,"
she explained, suiting action to word.
"The one vho gets the trey ot Hearts
will drain that glass. Is It a bargain?"
"Never! Oh, now I know that you
are altogether mad!"
"Perhaps. Are you ready?" And
Judith made as if to deal.
"No never! I tell you I refuse!"
Rose chattered, terrified.
"You dare not refuse."
"Why?"
"Because of this."
Whipping a small revolver from anJuother pocket of her dressing-gown- ,
dith placed It on the table, ready to
her hand.
"You will shoot me If I do not con
n

sent?"
"Not you

but him. If you refuse,
Bister, I will shoot Alan Law
dead when he comes to keep his appointment with you."
"Ah!" Hose cried In mingled fright
and amazement. "How did you find

little

out?"
"Never mind. Is It a bargain, now,
about the trey of hearts? Remember,
I shall keep my word about this pistol."
With a shudder Hose bowed her
head.
"Deal," she muttered fearfully, "and
may God Judge between us!"
One by one she stripped the cards
from the top ot the deck, dealing first
to Rose, then to herself.
One by one they flutterad to the
table on either side the glass of poison,
and fell face uppermost.
The trey of hearts fell to Judith.
There was an instant of silent dread,
ended by Rose, as Judith's hand moved
steadily toward the glass.
"Judith!" she implored. "Don't 1
beg of you I didn't mean it I take
back my consent "
"Too late!" said Judith, lifting the
glass and eyeing its contents with a
strange smile.
"Judith! you cannot mean to drink
it?"
"Can't I, though?" the other laughed
mirthlessly. "Just watch me!"
With a strangled cry Rose covered
her face with her hands to shut out
the sight, stood momentarily swaying,
and dropped to the floor in a complete
faint.
Delaying only to recognize this phe
nomena with a pitying smile for the
weakness of spirit that caused it, Judith's glance darted through the window and saw that which caused her to
stay her hand an instant longer.
On the topmost tier of girders of the
building opposite, Alau Law stood
amid a little knot of amused and ani
mated laborers, one foot in the great
steel hook of the hoisting tackle, both
hands clasping the halnthat linked
it to the gigantic block.
And as Judith stared, he Bmiled at
something said by one of those about
him, looked back, and waved a hand
to some person invisible.
Immediately the arm began to iift,
the tackle to move slowly through the
blocks. Very gently he was swung up
and outward.
With a cry Judith flung the poison
heedlessly from her, leaped across the
room, and snatched up the street garments Rose had dropped at her sister's
entrance.
In another moment she was struggling madly into them.
Before the shadow of Alan, clinging
to the hook and chain, fell athwart the
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The Time o' Night.
'
to be left to his own
Not
idevices (whose proposed character
Digby would never have approved had
ihe so much as suspected them) Alan
none the less deferred action until
rafter midnight.
And espionage was all he feared
save and except always, of course, failure to find his Rose.
It was about one in the morning
iwhen he arrived Inconspicuouely (but
inofso much, so as to seem deserving
of police surveillance) in the neighborhood of the Riverside drive home of
hts mortal enemy, a grim white house
tlat towered, stark and tall, upon a

crner.

His preliminary reconnoisance
little more than comfortless exercise. Huge, still, its wall bathed in
the, milk and ink of moonlight and
hadow, all its windows dark but
oril
and that one, in the topmost tier,
showed only a feeble glimmer, so slight
that Alan almost overlooked it
But once discovered, it focueed upon
Itself his thoughts with a power little
less than hypnotic.
Ho believed with small doubt that
Rose was a prisoner within those
walls; that Judith must have conveyed her there with all speed.
And, this being the presumptive case,
that small, high window of the light
might well be hers.
Directly across the street from the
Trine residence, on the opposite corner, a colossal apartment structure
etonewcrk to its
stood
second story, gaunt Iron skeleton rearing above.
To his Infinite disgust, Alan found
ike guardian very jyide awake, very
d

pen-knif-

water-pitche-
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and Alan stepped off upon tbo sidewalk.
"Safe and sound aud not a soul

over there the wiser .as yet!" be declared with a derisive nod toward the
home of Trine. "Come along. Here's
limousine-waiting- .
In twenty minutes we'll be at the ferry. In forty over
in Jersey, within an hour married,
within four hours safe at sea!"
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. & dially welcome. Ed Lewis, President;;
A. M.- - Regular
com- James Cook, secretary; J. T. Buhler,
munication first and treasurer.

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
third Thursday in each
cannot reach the seat of the disease
month. Visiting broth- MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC.
ers cordially invited.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
Meet In the Forest of Brotheriy
disease, and in order to cure It you A. M. Staley, W. it; II. S. .Vr, pet-len-, Lcve at O. R. C hall, on the secoBd
must take Internal remedies. Hall'B
and fourth Tuesdays of each month !
Secretary.
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; Cfe
acts directly upon the blood and mu- LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Montague,
cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
RQ
Deputy. Visiting members are esnot a quack medicine. It was preJfcuiar conclave second Tuet-V- , pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
scribed by one of the best physicians
dey In ech month at Ma
In this country for years and is a reg- sonicTemple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second anfl
ular prescription. It is composed of Smith, B.
C; Cbaa. Tamme, Recorder. fourth Wednesday evenings eante
the best tonics known, combined wltu
m i
I
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month at W. O. W. haTl. VIsltlHi
the best blood purifiers, acting direct LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY brothers
cordially Invited Howard T.
ly on the mucous surfaces. The per
AL ARCH MASONS
Regular convo Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, seej.
feet combination of the two ingrecation first Monday In each
dients Is what produces such wonder
month at Maionlo Temple KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNful results In curing catarrh.
Send
at 7:30 9. m. P. A. Brinegar,
CIL NO. 804 Meets eecond ax
;
for testimonials, free.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- - fourth Thursday in O. R. O. ha
F. J. CHENEY & CO:; Props, Toledo, O.
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tary.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
are cordially invited. Colbert C
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
pation.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
GEO. H, HUNKER
Subscribe for The Optic.
brethern cordially Invited to attend.
Attorney-at-LaA. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
East Las Vegas, New Mezloo.
ELECTION
PROCLAMATION
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Reyes Aragon; polling place, house of
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of Tomas Gonzales.
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"Not

but Destiny, If It Will!"
window, she was dressed and clambered out upon the sill.
little
"Sweetheart!
My bravest
woman!"
The hook hung steadily within six
inches of the window-ledge- .
Alan extended his arm.
"Nothing to fear, except lest I held
you too tight, dear one!" "Without a word Judith set her foot
beside his In the hook, surrendered to
his embrace, and closed her eyes.
Immediately they were swung away
fiom the window, over toward the opposite sidewalk, and gently lowered to
the street.
"Maybe this Isn't a good scheme!"
Alan exulted in the innocence of his
heart. "But I think it is. And those
worklngmen think it a great lark I
told them the simple truth, you see:
that we were eloping!"
By way of answer. Judith breathed
only a word of tenderness.
Aud that instant the lir.ok paused
I

house.

Precinct No. 40, Emplazado Judges, Jose M. Aragon, Agapito Trujillo,
Jose Manuel Trujillo; polling place,
school house.
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs Judges, Lorenzo Leal, Felipe Lobato,
Fresquez; polling place, school
house.

Precinct No. 48, Trementln a Judges, Meleslo Sanchez, Pedro Roilml,
Francisco Baneras; polling place,
house of HilarSo Gonzales.
Precinct No. 49, Asua Zarca Judg
es, Martin Marquez, Antonio Hidalgo,
Alcarlo Salas; polling place, school

iHKDWBATYCa-WAN-

WADS

:akd
SELL' WHAT

YCU

CLASSIFIED AD8 search out the people to whom
- MIGHT BUY
the particular thing Is worth

CUT

WAIT

among those

ho

most.-

THE PROPERTY you want to eel! Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of yosir
property unless It weje advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, ua'rl

house.

Precinct No. 5ft, Guadalupe Judses,
Ambrosio Candelaria, Domingo Cor
dova, Manuel Naranjo; polling place,
house of Tlburclo TTlibarrl.
TrecTnct No. 51, San Ignacio Judg-

1WANT

ADS are inexpensive, get

FIED.

Try them.

mult and

EVERYBODY'S

8 ATI"

1

LA.

fffcHt
Y. M. C. A. NOTES
All gyin classes will be resumed on
Monday, January 4. Strange to eay,
it ia the.. regular attendant who realizes' the nee4 of exercise. He notices
the change wiieaclasses are disband-

ATTENTION AUTOISTS
The 1914 automobile licenses expire
on January 1. 1915, an any persons
cars on or after that date. Hot

driving
equipped with the new license tags
are subject to arrest 4y1he city police."" New licenses and tags may be
ed.
f rojn
obtained
We are ready for that advertising
ANTONIO LUCKRO,
.
will
and
for
the
"Collegians,"
slogan
of State. ,
Secretary
312
!ut up the twof ree seats, to the person turning in the best. idea.
AUTO STAGE
New Year's day is reception day at
Automobile
fiiage line to Jloratri
to
the building and we will be glad
and Sat
ifcee you.
Come in for a few minutes. weekly. Tuesday, Thursday
8 a.
corner
Murphey's
The Y. vs. Newton basketball game urday, leaving
Leave
m.
a,
9:45
arrivlnar Mora
will be called tomorrow at 3 p. nr., at m..
Las Vegas 5:45 p.
the armory. Tickets 15 and 25 cents. Mora 4 p. ra. arrive
round
m.
for
Fare
trip, W, one way,
The business men's clasa will give
tickets
good for one
Round
trip
an exhibition of fast volleyball at 10 $3.
B.
Prop.
H.
Hubbard,
week.
a m. tomorrow. Ladies are invited.
Texas
Phil Le Nolr returned from
-,
NOTICE
yesterday and spent the night at the
Notice is hereby given that the anbuilding.
stockholders meeting of the
nual
Boxball scores are going up. The
beat that has been made lately is 273 Peoples Bank and Trust Company of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the elecby Mr. Le Noir. r
of Directors- and the transaction
tion
We wish you one and all a Happy
of other business that may properly
New Year, May many good things
come before said meeting will be held
come to us and to our city.
at the offices of said Company in the
city of Las Vegas, New Mexico, on
the second Tuesday of January, the
AID FOR BELGIANS
same being January 12th, 1915, at the
Paris, Dec. 31. The people of hour of two o'clock p. m., and the
France, have given to the Belgian polls shall be open from, that hour un
refugees within the republic Christ- til 4he hour of 4 o'clock p. m., unless
mas presents to the value of 7,000,000 previous to said last hour all stock
francs, according to estimates pre- issued and outstanding shall have
pared today. This incltides 2,000,000 been voted.
francs in cash derived from the sale
Dated this Stfth"-- day jot December,
last Sunday of "innumerable little 1914.
PEOPLES BANK & TRUST CCv
Belgian flags."

DAILY OPTIC,

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

and
California Head Lettuce,

'

Perils ol PmuIIne."
"The German Band."
"The Worm Will Turn," by
Romalne Fielding.
"A Matter of High Explosives," Edison Comedy,

Brussels

Sprouts,

Cel-er-

flower, Green ,Peas, Bell

Pep-

Onions and

Rad-

pers, Green

Romaine Fielding night.
Photoplay theater. Adv.

Tonight

Oranges,

sj

,T

PARTY

,.

.

CASTANEDA HOTEL MAKES FINAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
FOR NEW
YEAR'S AFFAIR

J.

II. YORK

The Castaneda hotel management
announces that all things are In roadless for th.e big banquet 'and dance at
the hotel tonight. The orchestra has
arrived. The tables have been arranged and decorated and all arrangements are completed. The banquet
will commence promptly at 9 o'clock
and will last until 11 o'clock, when
dancing will commence. A large num
ber of people have signified their In
tetion of being present, making it probable that the 'affair will be larger
this year than ever before.

heartily, the Season's
of

Greetings and assure you
oir
keen appreciation of good will and

Patronage.

Grocer and Baker

"Million Dollar Mystery" at 7 o'
clock tonight. Mutual theater. Adv.

Liggetts' when you
It has been reported here that Eviiiake that New Year call. Adv.
erett H. Tipton, who attended the
summer school of the New Mexico
Something doing at the Mutual Normal University last year, has comTheater Sunday matinee and night.
posed a song entitled "My Baby Blue,'
which has scored a great success in
Fort Worth, Tex., where Mr. Tipton
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged now resides..
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv,
a chance
In order to
the

,io

Take

i

box

,o.f

STEARNS' STORE
Our store will be closed all dey the First.

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
CIiiMi'i'inilMffi

222

WE STAND FOR LAS VEGAS

COSTUMES

Masquerade Ball
By renting your costumes from us
you help the fire department. We
have the exclusive agency for an ex
cellent line. Every one a prize win
ner.

WE APPRECIATE TO THE FULLEST THE GENEROUS SUPPORT
AND PATRONAGE GIVEN US BY THE PEOPLE OF LAS VEGAS
IN THE YEARS PAST, THROUGH WHICH WE HAVE BEEN ENABLED TO GIVE TO LAS 'VEGAS ONE OF ITS MOST MODERN
BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS
'

f

WE SHALL STRIVE TO DESERVE
TOO

LATE

TURE

CLASSIFY

TO

to attend the Castaneda banquet and
Candies Fresh by express at Mur- dance and the East Las Vegas Fire FOR RENT Four room cottage, furnished. Call Main 443.
phey's Drug Store. Adv,
department masquerade ball, Regens-berbrothers will start the exhibition
Matinee tomorrow at the Mutual of "The Million Dollar
Mystery" film FOR SALE One fine pen brown Leg'
Theater. "Million Dollar Mystery" at 7 o'clock this
horn chickens. Those interested In
evening.
"
tf.
tonight. Adv.
quire Koogler brothers.
The court house has received an
The commissioners of the county of
application for bounty from Hipolito
ADDITIONAL TROPHIES
San Miguel will' hold their regular S.
Leyba, a resident of Leyba. He
monthly meeting at the court house claims $16 on six coyotes and two
on Monday.
wild cats killed by him recently. Also FOR
CIEVEJJIASQIJERS
Domingo Hays of Las Vegas and Ma'
Candy, at nuel A. Gonzales claim $2 each for
Huyler's and Liggett"
Murphey's Drug' Store. Fresh by ex- killing coyotes at Apache Springs and FIREMEN HAVE ADDITIONAL IN"
press. Adv.
t
DUCEMENTS FOR NEW
Loo AlamiioB, respectively.
YEAR'S DANCERS
Don't make any dates for Sunday.
Word ha? been received here that
Come to the Mutual Theater "Mill- A.
The committee in charge of the
to
A. Sena, representative-elec-t
ion. Dollar Mystery" tonight. Adv.
the legislature of New Mexico, has prizes for the firemen's ball at the
been successful in his popularity coa Duncan opera house this evening an
Luis Armijo, the attorney, is laid test with Rev. Luis Cellier of Watrous. nounced today that It had added the
up with a severe attack of grip. Mr, The contest included San Miguel and following to the list:
Armijo is confined to his bed. His Mora counties. Sena won by a big
Second lady in tango contest, hand
condition is not serious, however.
"
embroidered sofa pillow by W. E. Fred
ma3ority'
ericks; second gentleman in tango,
Make your New Year calls sweeter - Robert J.
Taupert, the local jeweler, box of cigars by Hart Kettner; best
by leaving a box of Liggett's Candy.
has a novel stunt. He is arranging negro character, lady or gentleman,
Adv.
,
apparatus which will engrave and en- box of cigars by Vincent Trader.
amel the owner's name in the barrel
Everything ia arranged for the
Services will be held as usual a of a fountain pen. This makes a pre- dance, and there is every indication
Temple Montefiore tomorrow night. sentable and ineffaceable mark of that It will be largely attended. The
There will be no sermon preached.
doors of the opera houBe will open at
identification..
":.
7:30 o'clock, and tt Is expected the
Special matinee Photoplay tomorThe Santa Fe railroad is moving its
row at 3 p. in . "Sunny Jim Day," law offices from Las Vegas to Albuthree reels featuring him.
querque. The offices of Judge Waldo
and Colonel Twltchell In the Santa Ft
Luis Gallegos was fined $15 this office building, are being dismantled
morning by police Judge D. R. Murray and the furniture and books sent to
oa a charge ot drunkenness. Gallegos the Duke City. The Rosenthal Furniwas arrested last night by Chief Coles. ture company of this city is in, charge
If he fails to pay the fine he will of the work of packing and shipping.
serve 15 days In the city jalL

BY. RENDERING

A

'

K2

1

AND PROGRESS

-

people

give

ESTABLISHED 1876

,

Fresh Candies just received by ex
Promoter Guerin has annonced that
press at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv. William Cullen of this city will have
the job of refereeing the Chaves-Dura- n
Just received telephone tablet rolls. mill. The watches will be held by
Optio Pub. Co.
Lino Romero and Orrln Blood.
I

We wish you.

Sherwood
Adv.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.

FrenBh Candies for New Year's day
at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.

anl

WILL BEGIN

AT KINE O'CLOCK

Don't miss the New Year's matinee
at the Mutual Theater. Ad y.

sure and visit Murphey't Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.

G. H. BEARUP

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

Telephone tablet rolla 5c each at
Optic office.

Be

to make the affair a great success
from the standpoint of the dancer an
,;
the spectator aa well.

Service based on (he facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

Grapes, Grape Fruit and

Rhubarb.

The best of music has been provide

A

Ail Work Guaranteed
F. M. KELLER,

ing in, and no objectionable charac.i
ters will be admitted.
f

J

507 Sixth St.
The most modern Cleaning
plant m the city.
Come in and see how we do
your work.

FRUIT

LOCAL NEWS

Done

Pressing

LAS VEGAS STEAM
& DRY CLEANERS

ishes,

Strawberries,

house will be filled before 8 o'clock
The masquers will begin arriving
about 8 o'clock and" will continue to
put in their appearance until about 9,
when the grand march will .occur.
An inspection committee will be at
the door to register each couple com

Phone MaJn 180

Cauli-

,

.

Cleaning

.

Tonight

Old Taylor Whlukey
Rye at the Opera Bar.

1914.

31,

When you want

1

PHOTO P L AY

-

7.

VEGA

J.

THIS SUPPORT

THE BEST

IN

QUALITY

IN

THE

FU-

AND SERVICE.

HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL

C

Tohnsen & Son

,'

Our store will be closed all
day. Will be open until 9
o'clock tonight

Jlf

IKE DAVIS

goal

b vio

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOCV

Z

SWASTIKA COAL4

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

A

Don't Mix the New Bag
of Pure Quill flour with

other flour.

Do

any

Then you

will realize the full measure of

its goodness in better

bread,

cake, and pastry and more of

; them to the

bag than you were

wereever able to get from any

oe

other flour. Order a sack
PURE QUILL today. ,

of

Las Vegas Roller Mills

NOTICE E. ROMEROS
sur
you can use a good
sleigh for two horses, horse clipmachine, Beard Bros, safe, 600
All members of the E. Romero Hose
The price Is about half the value. and Fire
company are invited to be
Phone Main 174 or see M. L. Cooley.
the guests of the East Las Vegas Fire
Adv.
,1 8 u
department at the annual New Year's
Eve ball at the Duncan opera house
'
According to the report of the vol- tonight.
;
unteer observer at the New Mexico
Normal University, the maximum temATTENTION E. ROMEROS
perature reached yesterday was 46
All members of the E. Romero Hose
degrees. The minimum reached last
and Fire company are invited to be
night was 16 degrees.
the Jiif3 of the East Laa Vegas Fire
Million
be
department at the annual New Year's
will
Dollar
The
j
Mystery
shown tonight at the Mutual theater, Eve ball at the Duncan opera house
incident No. 16 being the attraction. tonight.
There will be seven more incidents
in the story, one being shown every
Subscribe for The Optic.
Thursday night at the Mutual.

If
rey,
ping
lbs.

it the justice of

trying it by Itself.

'afIlIS

.

two-hors- e

,

VE TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY
of

thanking you for favors

conferred in 1914. 'Wishing
you and yours a Happy
and prosp3rous New Year.

THE GMAF& IIAYVARD CO.

flffED
tolling the passing of another twelve months, we greet
during the weeks
that have passed and we trust that the year nineteen
and
hundred and fifteen may make your harvest yield rich in plenty and
that your granaries may be filled to the rafters with success.
While time

Is

you with our kindest thanks for your

"

'

--

'

"

'

Phone Main

379

"
.

In

Hardware and F urniture.

Next to Bridge.

or Color in your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload shipped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order now and get just
what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

F.

I

I)

J. WESNFR

At Whalerv Garage.
!

if

4

Is our sincere wish to all of
our friends ajid patrons, who
assisted us In making the past
year the success it was.
A New

Hit

in

Sheet Music
m

"My Baby Blue"

i

Words and Music
'
;

,;

,'

by

"'

-

;

EVERETT IL TIPTON
former student of the N. M. N.
U. This song is making a big
hit in Fort Worth and Dallas.,
Texas.

Onlylg, a

C4 JiSio m

Copy

'

Ludwid William Ilfel

Everything

.

Happy
i New Year

Do you wish Special Equipment

lot

nUoil! nm

Opposite the Y.

mm

M. C. A.

j

J

